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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose of this report 

1.1.1 This report is an appendix to the historic environment assessment. It presents a summary 

gazetteer of heritage assets and sets out impact assessment tables relating to the Proposed 

Scheme off-route works within the Carlisle Station area. 

1.1.2 This appendix should be read in conjunction with: 

 Volume 3, Route-wide effects; 

 Volume 4, Off-route effects; and 

 Volume 5, Appendices. 

1.1.3 Historic environment baseline data are set out in Background Information and Data (BID)1: 

Historic environment baseline, which includes the historic environment detailed gazetteer in 

Appendix A2. 

1.1.4 The gazetteers set out Unique gazetteer identifier (UID) codes for the heritage assets 

considered in the impact assessment; the UID are used for reference across all the historic 

environment reports and maps. 

1.1.5 This report should be read in conjunction with Map Series HE-01, in the Volume 5 Historic 

environment Map Book. 

1.2 Description of summary gazetteer 

1.2.1 Table 1 below sets out the information provided in the summary gazetteer (Table 4 in 

Section 3). The summary gazetteer provides a synopsis of all known heritage assets within 

the study area for the Carlisle Station area. A detailed gazetteer and further background are 

provided in BID HE-001-OR0022. 

                                                      

1 High Speed Two Ltd (2022), High Speed Rail (Crewe – Manchester), Background Information and Data. 

Available online at: https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/hs2-phase-2b-crewe-manchester-

environmental-statement. 

2 High Speed Two Ltd (2022), High Speed Rail (Crewe – Manchester), Background Information and Data, 

Historic environment baseline report, BID HE-001-OR002. Available online at: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/hs2-phase-2b-crewe-manchester-environmental-statement. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/hs2-phase-2b-crewe-manchester-environmental-statemen
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/hs2-phase-2b-crewe-manchester-environmental-statemen
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/hs2-phase-2b-crewe-manchester-environmental-statemen
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Table 1: Information provided for each heritage asset in the summary gazetteer 

Gazetteer heading Information provided 

UID UID – every asset has been allocated a project specific reference, that identifies it by area 

and links to the baseline report, detailed gazetteer and map books 

Map reference Map Book reference – reference to the map book sheet on which the asset can be found  

NGR National Grid Reference (NGR) – 8 figure grid reference locating asset, no spaces 

Other reference The National Heritage List for England (NHLE) or Historic environment (HER) reference 

number, where applicable 

Monument type Classification of monument type using the definitions provided by the Forum on 

Information Standards in Heritage (FISH) Thesaurus of Monument Types 

Name Asset name used on designation records or another clearly identifiable name 

Description Summary asset description, including the contribution made my setting to value 

Period Primary period from which the asset originates (period classifications are defined by 

FISH and presented in the Glossary and Definitions) 

Designation and grade Type and grade of historic environment designation where relevant 

Heritage value Value as set out in the Scope and Methodology Report (SMR) 

1.3 Description of impact assessment table 

1.3.1 Table 2 sets out the information provided on the impacts on all identified heritage assets 

and the likely resulting environmental effects, taking into account agreed mitigation 

measures as set out in the Impact Assessment Table (IAT) in Section 4. 

1.3.2 Details on the assignment of values and the assessment of the scale of impacts are set out in 

the Environmental Impact Assessment Scope and Methodology Report (SMR) (Volume 5, 

Appendix CT-001-00001). 

Table 2: Information provided in the impact assessment table 

IAT heading Information provided 

UID UID – every asset has been allocated a project specific reference, that identifies it by 

area and links to the baseline information report, detailed gazetteer and map books. 

Map reference Map Book reference – reference to the map book sheet on which the asset can be 

found.  

Name Asset name used on designation records or another clearly identifiable name. 

Designation and grade Type and grade of historic environment designation where relevant. 

Heritage value Value as set out in the SMR. 

Impact Description and explanation of the magnitude of impact as set out in the SMR, and 

described in relation to the construction phase (which may be temporary or 

permanent) and operation phase (which are permanent), as set out in the temporal 

scope of assessment in the SMR. 

Effect This is the overall significance of effect resulting from the permanent effects of the 

Proposed Scheme that arise either during the construction or operation phases of the 

project, or both (as set out in the SMR). Effects can be adverse or beneficial, as stated 

in the IAT. 
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2 List of acronyms 

2.1.1 The following acronyms have been used in this report: 

Table 3: List of acronyms 

Acronym Meaning 

BID Background Information and Data 

HER Historic Environment Record 

FISH Forum on Information Standards in Archaeology 

IAT Impact Assessment Table 

NGR National Grid Reference 

NHLE National Heritage List for England 

SMR Scope and Methodology Report 

UID Unique gazetteer identifier 
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3 Summary gazetteer 

Table 4: Gazetteer of heritage assets Carlisle Station 

UID Map 
reference 

NGR Other 
reference 

Monument type Name Description Period Designation and grade Heritage value 

OR002_0003 HE-01-803 339812 

555905 

NHLE: 1007149 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Defence 

Town wall 

Town wall, section on West 

Walls 

The remains of the Carlisle city walls, which date to the 11th century 

and were repaired and rebuilt in later centuries. The monument is 

located west of the Cathedral Precinct and is separated by West 

Walls. The setting of the asset is in this quiet area, separated from 

other historical assets. The railway track is visible in some places 

from the asset, but Citadel Station is not. The value of the asset is 

derived from its historic and architectural interest as a well-

preserved example of a medieval town wall. The setting of the asset 

provides a positive contribution to its heritage value. 

Medieval Scheduled monument High 

OR002_0005 HE-01-804 340007 

555786 

NHLE: 1007275 

HER: 43810 

NMR n/a 

Civil 

Town 

Roman and medieval town 

area bounded by Heads 

Lane, West Wall and 

Blackfriars Street 

An area of the former Roman and medieval towns, bounded by 

Heads Lane, West Walls and Blackfriars. The former Roman town 

was named Luguvalium and was the capital of the 'Civitas 

Carvetiorum'. The boundary was likely a stockade and ditch and later 

walls. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

archaeological interest as the remains of the former settlement and 

the potential of Neolithic, Roman, early and later medieval 

archaeological remains in the area. Setting does not contribute to 

the heritage value of the asset. 

Neolithic, 

Roman, 

Early 

medieval, and 

Medieval. 

Scheduled monument High 

OR002_0006 HE-01-804 339891 

555934 

NHLE: 1007074 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Precinct 

Carlisle Cathedral Precinct The scheduled area of the Carlisle Cathedral Precinct only includes 

the below ground remains in the area. The precinct was in use from 

the 12th century but was part of the Roman town and occupied until 

the 4th century. The Augustinian Priory was founded in 1122 and 

became a cathedral in 1133. The value of the asset is derived from its 

historic and architectural interest as an intact cathedral precinct, 

which has not been altered by modern development, and containing 

some of the earliest surviving buildings in Carlisle. The setting does 

not contribute to the heritage value of the asset. 

Roman, 

Early 

medieval, 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Scheduled monument High 

OR002_0007 HE-01-804 339773 

556043 

NHLE: 1007075 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Civil 

Town 

Area of Roman and 

medieval towns, bounded 

by Annetwell Street, Abbey 

Street, Castle Street and 

Paternoster Row 

An area of Roman and medieval Carlisle, located within the Carlisle 

City Centre Conservation Area. The scheduled area includes only the 

below ground remains of the former town. The value of the asset is 

derived from its historic and archaeological interest and its potential 

for Roman and medieval archaeological remains in the area. Interest 

is also derived from the presence of the below ground archaeological 

remains of the Roman fort, dating to the first century AD. Any Roman 

and medieval remains are no longer visible and therefore the setting 

does not contribute to the heritage value. 

Roman, 

Early 

medieval, and 

Medieval. 

Scheduled monument High 

OR002_0009 HE-01-804 339868 

556053 

NHLE: 1025283 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

19, Castle Street A former house now an office, originally built as a pair with Number 

17. The building is dated and inscribed 'J&MF 1798' on the rainwater 

head and has extensive early and late 19th century alteration. The 

setting is formed by modern and historic buildings, located on the 

original street pattern. The value of the asset is derived from its 

historic interest through its association with well-known Carlisle 

bankers, Joseph Forster and Mary Robinson. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the asset's heritage value, due to its location 

amongst other similar historic buildings. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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UID Map 
reference 

NGR Other 
reference 

Monument type Name Description Period Designation and grade Heritage value 

OR002_0023 HE-01-804 339993 

555853 

NHLE: 1196910 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Gate 

Gates and Lamp Bracket to 

east of Church of St 

Cuthbert with St Mary 

The gates and a lamp bracket overthrow in the graveyard wall dating 

to 1825. The speared and scrolled double gates are in a supported 

scrolled frame under a scrolled overthrow. The setting of the asset is 

the entrance to the churchyard of St Cuthbert with St Mary 

(OR002_0213), with key views from St Cuthbert's Lane. The value of 

the asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest as a 

good example of a 19th century gate leading to a church. The setting 

of the asset provides a positive contribution to its heritage value, due 

to the historic association and location with the church. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0024 HE-01-802 340684 

555199 

NHLE: 1196911 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terrace 

5-61, St Nicholas Street A terrace of 28 houses, dating from the 1840s to the early 1850s. The 

buildings have two storeys. Each pair of houses is separated from 

the next by a round arched through passageway to a court behind. 

The area surrounding St Nicholas Street is busy and comprises 

mainly residential properties and commercial development including 

a large retail park to the south. The setting makes a positive 

contribution to the heritage value of the asset. The value of the asset 

is derived from its historic and architectural interest as a post-

medieval terrace, and through its group value with other historic 

buildings. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0029 HE-01-803-R1 340497 

555511 

NHLE: 1196916 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terrace 

1-21, Tait Street A terrace of 11 houses dating to the early 1850s. One has been 

converted to a shop. The terrace is located just off Botchergate, the 

main route into Carlisle city centre, which is a mixed area of 

residential and commercial buildings. The value of the asset is 

derived from its historic and architectural interest as a post-medieval 

terrace, and through its group value with other historic buildings in 

the area. The setting makes a positive contribution to the heritage 

value of the asset, due to its location amongst other buildings of a 

similar style and date. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0030 HE-01-803-R1 340560 

555548 

NHLE: 1196917 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terrace 

32, 34 and 36, Tait Street Three early 1850s houses. Number 36 was converted to a corner 

shop in 1988 and the ground floor window was removed. The asset 

is located just off Botchergate, the main route into Carlisle city 

centre, which is a mixed area of residential and commercial 

buildings. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as a post-medieval terrace, and through its 

group value with other historic buildings in the area. The setting 

makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due 

to its location amongst other buildings of a similar style and date. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0037 HE-01-803 340265 

555738 

NHLE: 1196927 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

4, 6 and 6A, Lowther Street A house constructed in the 1830s or 1840s, now a shop with retail 

units above. The setting of the asset is the corner of Lowther and 

Warwick Street. The original streetscape of the asset has remained 

relatively intact, which makes a positive contribution to the heritage 

value of the asset. This area comprises a mixture of architectural 

styles which are broadly contemporary and reflects the expansion of 

Carlisle during this period. The value of the asset is derived from its 

historic and architectural interest as a good example of a 19th 

century former residential house. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0039 HE-01-803 340267 

555752 

NHLE: 1196929 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Nonconformist church 

Congregational Church A non-conformist church constructed in 1842 – 1843. A wall mounted 

plaque notes the Rev Thomas Woodrow was minister of this church 

and commemorates the visit from his grandson, American president 

Woodrow Wilson in 1918. This contributes to the historic interest of 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 
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UID Map 
reference 

NGR Other 
reference 

Monument type Name Description Period Designation and grade Heritage value 

the asset along with the architecture of the church. The setting of the 

asset is formed by the railings, Lowther Street, and various 

commercial buildings. The original streetscape of the asset has 

remained relatively intact and makes a positive contribution to the 

heritage value of the asset. 

OR002_0040 HE-01-803 340263 

555779 

NHLE: 1196930 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Bank (financial) 

Trustee Savings Bank and 

attached railings 

Formerly known as the Carlisle Savings Bank, the building was 

constructed in 1840 by Arthur and George Williams of Liverpool. 

After the building was altered in 1874 it opened as part of the 

adjoining Post Office. The value of the asset is derived from its 

historic and architectural interest as a good example of a surviving 

19th century bank. The surrounding streetscape forms the setting of 

the asset, which has remained relatively intact, with the development 

of the road being the only major change to the area. This makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0044 HE-01-804 339809 

555980 

NHLE: 1196934 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

Abbey Court Two early 19th century houses, now one shop. They are two storeys 

high and built from brown and red brick. The setting of the asset is 

on Paternoster Row, to the west of the Cathedral Church of the Holy 

and Undivided Trinity (OR002_0147), in an area of residential houses 

and small commercial buildings. The quiet residential setting of the 

asset has not altered significantly, which makes a positive 

contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0045 HE-01-804 339852 

556014 

NHLE: 1196935 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

7, Paternoster Row A former house, now a shop with storage accommodation above. 

The building dates to the late 18th century and has later alterations. 

It is three storeys high and built from brown brick. The setting of the 

asset is on Paternoster row, with views to the east of Carlisle 

Cathedral. The area comprises residential and commercial buildings. 

The quiet residential setting of the asset has not altered significantly, 

which makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the 

asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0048 HE-01-804 340128 

555853 

NHLE: 1196938 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Bank (financial) 

Midland Bank, including 

Railings 

A bank with a manager's house, originally constructed in 1849 and 

amended in 1898 by T. Taylor-Scott. The setting is formed by the 

buildings cast-iron railings and large commercial buildings, banks 

and shops. The asset is a dominant feature of the area due to its 

prominent corner position and the streetscape remains relatively 

unchanged despite some modern developments. This makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. The value of 

the asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest due to 

its distinctive use of white Portland stone and association with 

Taylor-Scott. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0049 HE-01-803 340211 

555619 

NHLE: 1196939 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Civil 

Crown court 

Crown Court, adjoining 

offices and gate arch 

The Crown Court and Court Offices, dating to 1810 – 1817 by Sir 

Robert Smirke. The 19th century rounded tower was constructed 

and design to resemble the original Citadel of 1542. Its value is due 

to its Gothic architectural style. The buildings are almost a mirror 

image of the Nisi Prius Court opposite, and still referred to as The 

Citadel. They remain the prominent features in the area and their 

setting is formed by commercial and retail buildings, and the Citadel 

Station. Despite later 19th and 20th century developments to the 

area this makes a positive contribution to its the heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade I High 
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UID Map 
reference 

NGR Other 
reference 

Monument type Name Description Period Designation and grade Heritage value 

OR002_0050 HE-01-803 340250 

555669 

NHLE: 1196940 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Civil 

Local government 

office 

Nisi Prius Courthouse, 

associated offices and gate 

arch 

The Nisi Prius Courthouse was originally constructed in 1542 by 

Stephen von Haschenperg, but is now mainly 19th century by 

Thomas Telford and Sir Robert Smirke. Its value is due to its Gothic 

architectural style and distinctive red sandstone. The building 

mirrors the Crown Court opposite, with which it has group value, and 

is collectively referred to as The Citadel. The setting of these 

buildings is formed by a mix of commercial and retail buildings and 

by the Citadel Station. Despite later 19th and 20th century 

developments to the area this positively contributing to its the 

heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0051 HE-01-803 340194 

555659 

NHLE: 1196941 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Health and welfare 

Ward block 

Hospital Wing of County 

Gaol and Gaol Wall 

The hospital wing of County Gaol and gaol wall built in 1824 – 1827 

by Christopher Hodgson, now offices. The asset faces onto English 

Street and joins with the Crown Court. Public executions were 

performed on top of the wall and a cast plaque records the last in 

1862. The setting is formed by commercial and retail buildings and 

English Street. The commercial and retail setting makes a neutral 

contribution to the heritage value of the asset. The value of the asset 

is derived from its historic and architectural interest as the partially 

surviving remains of a 19th century hospital wing of a goal and wall. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0052 HE-01-804 340109 

555833 

NHLE: 1196942 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commemorative 

monument 

Statue of James Steel A statue of James Steel, built in 1859 by renowned sculptor W. F. 

Woodington. Steel was an editor of the Carlisle Journal. The 

inscription reads 'JAMES STEEL MAYOR 1845 AND 1846'. The value of 

the asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest, as a 

memorial to James Steel and through its association with 

Woodington. The setting is formed by the large commercial buildings 

on English Street. The statue is a focal point of the area, easily 

noticeable due to its central location by the road. This prominent 

location makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the 

asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0064 HE-01-804 340031 

555970 

NHLE: 1196954 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

3 and 4, Greenmarket Two former 18th century houses, now converted to two shops. The 

setting of the asset is formed by the other former houses of a similar 

date and style located next to the asset, on the same row. The value 

of the asset is derived from its architecture and of the historic 

interest of its converted shop front, which illustrates the 

development of Carlisle's townscape. The setting is also formed by 

Green Market Square and the asset has clear views of the square to 

the south-west. This makes a positive contribution to the asset's 

heritage value, due to its location amongst other similar historic 

buildings. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0079 HE-01-803 340236 

555540 

NHLE: 1196969 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Railway station 

Citadel Station (also known 

as Carlisle Station) 

A railway station built in 1847 – 1848 in the Tudor style. Extended in 

1879 – 1880 by an island and southern platform, island buildings, 

footbridge, glazed roof and undercroft. It derives its heritage value 

from its architectural design by Sir William Tite and historic interest 

as an early major railway station. It has group value with the Grade II 

listed Detached West Wall that formerly had a connected roof over 

the later southern platforms. The setting of the asset, in a prominent 

position at the southern end of the Carlisle City Centre Conservation 

Area, makes a positive contribution to its heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 
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UID Map 
reference 

NGR Other 
reference 

Monument type Name Description Period Designation and grade Heritage value 

OR002_0082 HE-01-803-R1 340340 

555765 

NHLE: 1196972 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terraced house 

1, Earl Street An 1830s house. The setting of the asset is formed by Earl Street, a 

small cul-de-sac of similar date residential buildings and a modern 

commercial building. The setting is also formed by the Church of St 

George (located just outside of the study area), to the eastern side of 

Earl Street. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as an excellent example of a surviving 19th 

century house, in a relatively unaltered area. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to the 

original streetscape which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0083 HE-01-803-R1 340329 

555783 

NHLE: 1196973 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terraced house 

9, Earl Street An 1830s house. The setting of the asset is formed by Earl Street, a 

small cul-de-sac of similar date residential buildings and a modern 

commercial building. The setting is also formed by the Church of St 

George (located just outside of the study area), to the eastern side of 

Earl Street. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as an excellent example of a surviving 19th 

century house, in a relatively unaltered area. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to the 

original streetscape which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0087 HE-01-804 339737 

556016 

NHLE: 1196977 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

Herbert Atkinson House A late 18th century house, purchased in November 1934 by Carlisle 

Corporation through Councillor Herbert Atkinson, hence the name of 

the house. The setting is formed by 19th century current and former 

residential houses, Tullie House and a modern office building. The 

setting is still recognisable as a residential street and makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. The value of 

the asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest as an 

excellent surviving example of an 18th century house, and due to its 

association with Atkinson. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0088 HE-01-804 339770 

555991 

NHLE: 1196978 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Gate 

Wall, Gates and Railings in 

Front of Tullie House 

The late 17th century wall, gate piers, gates and railings for garden of 

Tullie House. It is possibly a late 19th century imitation. The value of 

the asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest due to 

its association with Tullie House and as an excellent example of a 

surviving 18th century walls, gate piers and railings. The setting of 

the asset is formed by Abbey Street, Tullie House Museum and the 

18th to 19th century residential houses on the street. The setting 

makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due 

to the original streetscape, which remains intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0089 HE-01-804 339800 

555974 

NHLE: 1196979 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

17 and 19, Abbey Street Two, late 18th century houses on the corner of Abbey Street, where 

it meets Paternoster Row. The setting of the asset is formed by late 

18th and 19th century residential properties. The value of the asset 

is derived from its historic and architectural interest as excellent 

surviving examples of 18th century houses. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to the 

original streetscape, which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0090 HE-01-804 339276 

556009 

NHLE: 1196980 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

18, 20 and 22, Abbey Street An early 19th century house and shop, formerly known as T. P. Bell's 

Abbey Street. The setting is formed by the residential houses and 

shops located on Abbey Street, which vary in architectural style and 

mainly date to the late 18th to 19th century. Despite the modern 

office building directly opposite, the setting makes a positive 

contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to the original 

streetscape, which remains relatively intact. The asset's value is 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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derived from its historic and architectural interest as a surviving 

example of an early 19th century shop and house. 

OR002_0091 HE-01-804 339722 

555999 

NHLE: 1196981 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

26, Abbey Street A late 18th century house, with many original details inside. The 

setting is formed by the residential houses and shops located on 

Abbey Street, which vary in architectural style and mainly date to the 

late 18th to 19th century. Despite the modern office building directly 

opposite, the setting makes a positive contribution to the heritage 

value of the asset, due to the original streetscape, which remains 

relatively intact. The asset's value is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as a surviving example of an early 19th century 

shop and house. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0092 HE-01-804 339779 

555966 

NHLE: 1196982 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

Eaglesfield House A late 17th century house with later alterations, divided into two 

shops with offices above. The setting of the asset is formed by the 

residential houses and shops located on Abbey Street. The setting is 

also formed by Tullie House and its associated grounds and gardens 

to the north. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as an excellent surviving example of a late 18th 

century house. The setting makes a positive contribution to the 

heritage value of the asset, due to the original streetscape, which 

remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0093 HE-01-803 340161 

555593 

NHLE: 1196983 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Wall 

Gaol Wall, West of Crown 

Court 

The County Gaol wall constructed in 1824 – 1827 by Christopher 

Hodgson. The wall is of red sandstone and stands to its original 

height of 10m. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as the partially surviving remains of a 19th 

century gaol wall. The asset also has group value with the other 

surviving gaol buildings. The setting is formed by Court Square 

Brown and Citadel Station. The demolition of most of the gaol 

buildings, has removed a large part of the asset's original context, 

therefore the setting makes a neutral contribution to the heritage 

value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0102 HE-01-804 339857 

556025 

NHLE: 1196992 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Public house 

The Boardroom Public 

House 

A late 18th century public house with a flat above. The value of the 

asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest as a good 

example of an intact 18th century public house. The setting of the 

asset is formed by the corner of Paternoster Row and Castle Street, 

with views of Carlisle Cathedral to the south-east. This area 

comprises a mixture of residential houses and commercial buildings, 

which largely date to the 18th to 19th century. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to the 

original streetscape, which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0114 HE-01-804 339945 

555938 

NHLE: 1197010 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Railings 

Railings and Gates at East 

End of Cathedral 

Railing and gates, dating to 1930 and restored in 1989. Constructed 

by John F. Matthew of Messrs Lorimer and Matthew, Edinburgh. The 

wrought-iron slightly curving railings which form the eastern 

boundary of The Abbey and gates. The asset is set within the 

grounds of Carlisle Cathedral, and is attached and directly associated 

to the Cathedral Church of the Holy and Undivided Trinity, with 

which it has group value. It forms the boundary and entrance into 

the Cathedral precinct. The setting within the Cathedral Precinct 

makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Modern Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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OR002_0115 HE-01-804 339895 

555929 

NHLE: 1197011 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Priory 

Ruins of Dormitory of 

Former Priory of St Mary 

The dormitory for the Priory of St Mary, now in ruins, dating to the 

mid to late 13th century. The former two-storey building extends in a 

north-south alignment from the south transept of the Cathedral. The 

asset is set within Carlisle Cathedral Precinct (OR002_0006) and to 

the south of the Cathedral itself (OR002_0147). Not only is it 

identifiable as the earliest structure on this site but shares a key 

historic relationship with the fratry, which it is attached to. The 

setting within the Cathedral Precinct makes a positive contribution to 

the heritage value. 

Medieval Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0116 HE-01-804 339811 

555942 

NHLE: 1197012 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Education 

Library 

Bishops Registry The former Cathedral library which was once used as a registry but is 

now unoccupied. The building is dated and inscribed over the 

entrance 'THOMAS CARLIOL 1699' (Thomas Smith the Bishop of 

Carlisle). The asset has value due to its historic association with the 

former bishop and cathedral. The asset is set in the west corner of 

Carlisle Cathedral Precinct (OR002_0006), directly south of the Abbey 

Gate and Gatehouse, with which it has group value. It does not have 

clear views of the cathedral. The setting within the Cathedral Precinct 

makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0117 HE-01-804 339829 

555956 

NHLE: 1197013 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Religious house 

No. 2 The Abbey A prebendal house which is now privately occupied. The asset dates 

to the late 17th century with an early 18th century extension and 

alterations from 1888 by C. J. Ferguson. The asset derives value from 

its architectural and historic interest as a good example of a 17th 

century domestic architecture for the clergy (prebendary). It is within 

an area of buildings of a similar style and date, with which it has 

group value. The asset's setting within the Carlisle Cathedral 

precinct, with views of the cathedral to the east, makes a positive 

contribution to its heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0118 HE-01-804 339803 

555929 

NHLE: 1197014 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Wall 

Former Priory Wall and 

Deanery Garden Wall 

The priory wall for the Priory of St Mary Carlisle, now forming part of 

the Deanery garden wall. The value of the asset is derived from its 

historic interest as a rare example of a surviving 12th to 13th century 

wall but with extensive later repairs. The asset forms the southern 

boundary of the cathedral precinct, parallel to the west walls south 

of Carlisle Cathedral. Its setting is in a peaceful area but is clearly 

distinguished as the boundary of the cathedral precinct. The setting 

in relation to the Cathedral Precinct makes a positive contribution to 

the heritage value of the asset. 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0121 HE-01-802 340738 

555160 

NHLE: 1197117 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terrace 

1-11, Woodrouffe Terrace A terrace of houses dating to the 1850s. The street forms the 

southern part of a triangular shaped development of 19th century 

terraced housing with St Nicholas Street and Botchergate. The 

setting is formed by 19th century residential properties and modern 

commercial buildings. It has historic interest as an example of a good 

quality domestic terrace, reflecting the expansion of Carlisle at this 

time during the mid 19th century. Despite the retail park to the 

south-east, the original streetscape remains relatively intact, making 

a positive contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0127 HE-01-803 340078 

555693 

NHLE: 1197141 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Hotel 

Central Plaza Hotel and 

Stable Range, with the West 

City Walls Behind (site of) 

The site of the Great Central Hotel later renamed the Central Hotel. 

The building was dated 1880 on the panel, for John Westmorland, by 

Daniel Birkett of Carlisle. It has since been demolished. Panels on the 

West Walls give the city arms and date. The asset has historic and 

architectural interest due to its association with John Westmorland 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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and the architect Daniel Birkett. The asset is set on Victoria Viaduct, a 

busy main road. From the hotel, Citadel Station is visible over the 

viaduct and this relationship makes a positive contribution to the 

heritage value of the asset. . 

OR002_0128 HE-01-803-R1 340324 

555751 

NHLE: 1197142 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terrace 

11-29, Warwick Road An 1830s terrace of a public house and seven houses, now nine 

shops with offices above. There are mixed early to late 20th century 

shop fronts on each ground floor. Number 11 was formerly the Lord 

Brougham Inn, until it closed in 1932. The asset has historic and 

architectural interest as an example of intact 19th century houses 

and a former public house. The houses are set back from Warwick 

Road, in an area consisting mostly of small retail shops and a large 

hotel. The setting makes a neutral contribution to the heritage value 

of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0136 HE-01-804 339938 

555816 

NHLE: 1197150 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Vicarage 

Church House An early 19th century vicarage for the Church of St Cuthbert with St 

Mary, now a Diocesan Office. The setting of the asset is formed by 

West Walls Street, to the south-west, and by the church, which is 

located directly north-east of the asset, and separated by a wall. 

Historic interest is also derived from its group value and association 

with the church. The setting makes a positive contribution to the 

heritage value of the asset, due to its relationship with the Church of 

St Cuthbert with St Mary (OR002_0023), the Diocesan Church Centre 

(OR002_0228) and St Cuthbert's vicarage (OR002_0286). 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0137 HE-01-804 339901 

555829 

NHLE: 1197151 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Wall 

West City Walls The 12th century city walls, with extensive rebuilding from the 18th 

to 20th century. The wall is constructed from squared blocks of red 

sandstone with calciferous sandstone and some re-used Roman 

stone. The asset has historic and architectural interest as an example 

of Carlisle's significant medieval history. The setting varies along its 

length. The asset has steadily been encroached upon by later 

developments and railway line can be seen east, across the carpark. 

However, it is still highly recognisable as the city walls. The setting 

makes a neutral contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0147 HE-01-804 339905 

555959 

NHLE: 1208430 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Cathedral 

Cathedral Church of the 

Holy and Undivided Trinity 

A 12th century Priory Church and cathedral, with various rebuilding 

until the early 15th century. The cathedral is the identifying feature 

of the area and can be seen clearly from the surrounding 

commercial areas and has intervisibility with other churches in the 

area. The setting of the asset is enclosed within the cathedral 

precinct which makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of 

the asset. The area is relatively peaceful despite the town centre 

location. Value is derived from it architectural and historic interest as 

a rare example of a cathedral in this region. 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0148 HE-01-804 339872 

555912 

NHLE: 1208468 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Priory 

Fratry of Former Priory of St 

Mary 

The fratry for the Priory of St Mary, now a cathedral library, 

bookshop and cafe. The fratry was constructed between 1465 and 

1490 for Prior Gondibour. The asset is set within the precinct of 

Carlisle Cathedral and has intervisibility with the cathedral. The 

setting is formed by the surrounding cathedral buildings and the 

cathedral itself, all of which are built from the same materials. It has 

a clear association with the cathedral, which makes a positive 

contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Listed building Grade I High 
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OR002_0149 HE-01-804 339811 

555957 

NHLE: 1208514 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Gatehouse 

Abbey Gate and Gatehouse The gate tower to St Mary's Priory and attached gatehouse. Built for 

Prior Slee, inscribed and dated 1528. The asset comprises a two-

storey gate tower with a two storey gatehouse. The asset is the 

western entrance to the cathedral precinct and is a prominent 

feature on the corner of Abbey Street and Paternoster Row. The 

asset holds value due to its historic and architectural interest as an 

excellent surviving example of an intact 16th gatehouse. The setting 

on the edge of the Cathedral Precinct makes a positive contribution 

to the asset's heritage value. 

Medieval Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0150 HE-01-804 339914 

555904 

NHLE: 1208557 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Religious house 

No. 1 The Abbey A late 17th to 18th century prebendal house with extensive later 

alterations. The asset is set within the Carlisle Cathedral precinct, 

which is a quiet and peaceful area with pedestrianised green spaces. 

The asset has intervisibility with the cathedral and other assets 

within the precinct. The setting within the Cathedral Precinct makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. The asset has 

architectural interest as a good example of an intact 17th to 18th 

century prebendal house and as an example of domestic 

architecture associated with the clergy. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0151 HE-01-804 339843 

555905 

NHLE: 1208577 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Tower 

The Deanery and Prior's 

Tower 

A prior's tower with a hall range, extension and adjoining stables, 

constructed for the Priory of St Mary, Carlisle. The tower and hall are 

late 15th century with later extensions. The asset has historic and 

architectural interest as a good intact example of surviving late 15th 

century monastic architecture. The asset is set at the south-west 

edge of Carlisle Cathedral precinct, within an enclosed area, away 

from the city centre and has intervisibility with the cathedral and the 

fratry. The setting within the Cathedral Precinct makes a positive 

contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0152 HE-01-804 339734 

555993 

NHLE: 1208701 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

28 and 30, Abbey Street Two late 18th century houses in a row, which were likely to have 

been originally one house. The asset has value due to its historic and 

architectural interest as two largely intact examples of houses of this 

period. Its setting is on Abbey Street within an area of residential 

houses and shops of varying architectural styles which retain its 

historic character. Both houses are situated opposite and are 

intervisible with Tullie House museum. The setting of the asset in 

Abbey Street makes a positive contribution to the value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0153 HE-01-804 339767 

555972 

NHLE: 1208715 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

36 and 38, Abbey Street A 19th century house, now office with many internal, original 

features. The asset has value due to its historic and architectural 

interest as two largely intact examples of houses of this period. Its 

setting is on Abbey Street within an area of residential houses and 

shops of varying architectural styles which retain its historic 

character. Both houses are situated opposite and are intervisible 

with Tullie House museum. The setting of the asset in Abbey Street 

makes a positive contribution to the value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0154 HE-01-804 339794 

555962 

NHLE: 1208720 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

48, Abbey Street A 17th century house and workshop (now restaurant) with later 

alterations. The asset has value due to its historic and architectural 

interest. It was used as a school in the early 19th century and 

Thomas Bouch (designer of the ill-fated Tay Bridge) was a pupil here. 

The asset's setting is Abbey Street, and the Abbey Gate and 

Gatehouse. The historic residential character of the street has 

remained relatively intact and is still recognisable. The setting 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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amongst other historic assets makes a positive contribution to the 

heritage value of the asset. 

OR002_0158 HE-01-803 340303 

555614 

NHLE: 1208782 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Hotel 

County Hotel The County Hotel is situated on Botchergate, a busy area consisting 

of hotels, retail buildings and drinking establishments. The asset has 

value due to its architectural and historic interest as a good example 

of a 19th century hotel and its association with Samuel Bousfield and 

J. Murchie. It is one of a group of assets showing 19th century 

development around Citadel Station (OR002_0079) providing 

refreshment and accommodation. The setting of the asset makes a 

positive contribution to its heritage value, due to the relationship 

with the other buildings. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0159 HE-01-803 340301 

555577 

NHLE: 1208798 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Hotel 

The County Bar, The 

Cumbrian Hotel (Part) 

Formerly known as the County Hotel Botchergate or Fletchers 

Botchergate, it is a hotel extension and hall, over a shop and bar, 

built in 1866 – 1868. Originally it formed part of The Cumbrian Hotel 

in Court Square. The hotel is a good example of a 19th century hotel. 

It has group value with other listed historic hotels which show the 

19th century development around Citadel Station providing 

refreshment and accommodation for travellers to Carlisle. The 

setting of the asset makes a positive contribution to its heritage 

value, due to the relationship with the other listed buildings in this 

area. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0160 HE-01-803 340328 

555599 

NHLE: 1208808 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Recreational 

Public house 

County Hotel (Part) The 

Caledonian Public House 

A public house dating to the early 19th century, with later alterations. 

The asset has value due its historic and architectural interest as a 

good example of a 19th century public house. It has group value with 

other listed hotels that were built to provide refreshment and 

accommodation to people around the Citadel Station. The asset is 

set on Botchergate, a main road within Carlisle City Centre 

Conservation Area. The area is very busy with and consists of retail 

buildings and drinking establishments. The setting of the asset 

makes a positive contribution to its heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0166 HE-01-804 339858 

556058 

NHLE: 1208982 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

17, Castle Street A house, now a shop, dated 1798 and inscribed 'J & MF'. The asset 

has value due to its historic and architectural interest as a good 

example of an intact late 18th century house. The setting of the asset 

is on Castle Street in an area of commercial and retail buildings, 

many of which are former houses with varying architectural styles 

dating to the late 18th or early 19th century. The street is open, 

allowing views to Carlisle Castle and Cathedral, with large amounts of 

foot traffic due to its proximity to Carlisle city centre. The setting 

makes a positive contribution to its heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0173 HE-01-803 340127 

555513 

NHLE: 1209674 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Wall 

Detached West Wall of 

Citadel Station 

A detached wall for the Citadel Station extension, constructed in 

1879 – 1880. It was formerly joined to the main building by a glazed 

roof over the later island and southern platforms. The wall derives its 

heritage value from its architectural design and historic association 

with the Citadel Station. It has group value as an intrinsic element of 

the station extension. The setting of the wall is on the southern 

platform and gives the station a sense of enclosure. The setting 

within Citadel Station makes a positive contribution to the asset's 

heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II High 
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OR002_0174 HE-01-803 340262 

555556 

NHLE: 1209676 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Railway hotel 

The Cumbrian Hotel A hotel built as The County and Station Hotel dated in 1852 by 

Anthony Salvin. The asset has architectural and historic interest as a 

good example of an intact 19th century hotel building. The asset is 

set adjacent to Carlisle Citadel station, with views towards the Court 

House and Nisi Prius Courthouse. It forms a group with other historic 

hotels built specifically to take advantage of the proximity to the 

station and the passengers using it. The setting of the asset makes a 

positive contribution to its heritage value, due to the relationship 

with the other listed buildings in this area. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0176 HE-01-803 340202 

555732 

NHLE: 1209682 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Shop 

Devonshire Chambers Two 1860s shops with offices above. It is constructed from 

calciferous sandstone and is three storeys high. The building has 

been altered with modern shopfronts installed on the ground floor. 

The asset has value due to its architectural and historic interest as a 

good example of an intact 19th century shop with offices. The asset 

is set on Devonshire Street an area of retail and commercial 

buildings of contrasting architectural styles but unified by use of the 

same building materials. The setting makes a positive contribution to 

the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0191 HE-01-804 340024 

555965 

NHLE: 1210127 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

2, Greenmarket An early 19th century house, which is now a shop, and is three 

storeys high with two bays. The asset has architectural interest as a 

good example of an intact early 19th century house. The ground 

floor has been converted to shopfronts which obscures some of the 

original architectural features and therefore reduces the ability to 

interpret the building as a house. It is set in the north-west corner of 

Greenmarket, an open pedestrianised area of retail and commercial 

buildings. As the asset is located on a row of similar former houses 

the setting contributes positively to its heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0195 HE-01-804 340016 

555819 

NHLE: 1210153 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Inn 

The Sportsman Inn An early 18th century inn with later alterations. The asset has value 

due to its architectural interest as a good surviving example of an 

early 18th century inn. It is set on the corner of Blackfriars Street and 

Heads Lane. It is to the south-east of Church of St Cuthbert with St 

Mary with clear views of the church and its associated grounds. 

Modern developments have enclosed the asset, and to the south-

east and north-east these are a much taller buildings than the asset. 

It is still prominent due to its distinct architecture and style and its 

setting makes a positive contribution to its value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0199 HE-01-803-R1 340263 

555796 

NHLE: 1217895 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Shop 

10, 12 and 14, Lowther 

Street 

A spirit vault with a shop and office extension, which is now two 

offices with a saleroom. It was constructed in 1868 and 1881 for 

Hope and Bendal, by Daniel Birkett. It is set back from Lowther 

Street, in an area of large commercial buildings of mixed 

architectural styles but which are broadly contemporary and 

constructed of similar materials and roof heights. The street is open 

with high amounts of traffic, although the original streetscape has 

not been altered greatly. The setting makes a positive contribution to 

the heritage value of the asset, due to original streetscape, which 

remains intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0201 HE-01-803-R1 340219 

555823 

NHLE: 1218009 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

Nos. 37 and 39 including 

Overthrow and Lamp 

Bracket 

Two houses in a row, dating to the late 1830s. Both houses are set 

back from Lowther Street in an area of large commercial buildings 

and former houses of differing date but unified by similar building 

materials. The street is now wide with large amounts of foot and 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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road traffic with a modern Job Centre now situated opposite these 

houses. However, the setting of the asset in the adjacent streetscape 

has not altered greatly has retained much of its historic character. 

This makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

OR002_0203 HE-01-803-R1 340266 

555766 

NHLE: 1218057 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Post office 

8, Lowther Street A former post office, later a public house and restaurant. It was 

constructed in 1863 by J. Williams of London. The building is set back 

from Lowther Street between a large church and bank. The asset has 

historic and architectural interest as a good example of a 19th 

century post office and due to its association with Williams. The 

setting consists of broadly contemporary buildings of various styles 

but similar materials creating a sense of uniformity. The setting 

makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due 

to its original streetscape, which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0209 HE-01-804 339817 

555988 

NHLE: 1218264 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

No. 3 and Adjacent 

Outbuildings 

An early 18th century house and former stables, with later 

alterations. The house is two storeys high with four bays. The stables 

are a low two storeys with a lower two-storey extension. The asset is 

set back from Paternoster Row in an open but quiet area. There are 

views of Carlisle Cathedral to the east, with the setting consisting of 

former houses which are broadly contemporary. The area has not 

greatly altered and has retained its character, which makes a positive 

contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0210 HE-01-804 339843 

556008 

NHLE: 1218268 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

6, Paternoster Row An early 19th century house now an office. The value of the asset is 

derived from its historic and architectural interest as a good 

surviving example of an early 19th century house. The asset is set 

back from Paternoster Row in an open and quiet area. There are 

views of Carlisle Cathedral to the east, and the setting consists of 

former residential houses of varying architectural styles. The area 

has not greatly altered and has retained its character, which makes a 

positive contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0213 HE-01-804 339964 

555843 

NHLE: 1218565 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Church 

Church of St Cuthbert with 

St Mary 

A church dating to 1778, constructed on a medieval site. The value of 

the asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest as an 

excellent example of an intact 18th century church and its 

associations with the architects Hayton, Lowthian and Lowrey. The 

asset is set within its own churchyard in an enclosed area with 

narrow streets and large modern buildings to the south. The setting 

has maintained its integrity despite large modern buildings in the 

area. The quiet location and relationship with the related assets 

make a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0215 HE-01-802 340674 

555144 

NHLE: 1218637 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

38, St Nicholas Street An early 19th century house of two storeys. The value of the asset is 

derived from its historic and architectural interest as an excellent 

example of a detached 19th century house in the area. It is set back 

from St Nicholas Street and contained by a low brick wall and later 

buildings, which slightly diminish it setting. There is a large amount 

of traffic using the road and pedestrians using the street. The setting 

makes a neutral contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due 

to later encroachment of non-residential development. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0219 HE-01-803-R1 340530 

555548 

NHLE: 1218743 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terrace 

25, 27 and 29, Tait Street Three early 1850s houses forming part of a terrace. The value of the 

asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest as a good 

surviving example of 19th century terraced houses. The asset also 

has group value with associated terraces of houses on Tait Street 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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(OR002_0029, OR002_0030 and OR002_0335). The asset is set back 

from Tait Street, which is lined with 19th century residential terraced 

houses. The setting makes a positive contribution to the heritage 

value of the asset, due to its original streetscape, which remains 

relatively intact. 

OR002_0228 HE-01-804 339919 

555826 

NHLE: 1218930 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Education 

Grammar school 

Diocesan Church Centre A former grammar school built in 1832 with 1851 extensions, for the 

Dean and Chapter of Carlisle Cathedral. It is a single storey with a 

single bay. The setting of the asset is formed by West Walls Road and 

the Church of St Cuthbert with St Mary to the west. Although the rear 

of the asset has views west over the walls onto the railway line, the 

original façade faces east. The setting makes a positive contribution 

to the heritage value of the asset, due to its original streetscape, 

which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0229 HE-01-804 339969 

555796 

NHLE: 1218932 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Agriculture and 

subsistence 

Tithe barn 

Tithe Barn A tithe barn for the Priory of St Mary, built for Prior Gondibour in the 

1470s. It was restored in 1969 – 1971. The asset is a single storey (the 

west bay is of two storeys). The value of the asset is derived from its 

historic and architectural interest as a rare example of a surviving 

15th century tithe barn. The setting of the asset is formed by the 

later Church of St Cuthbert with St Mary, West Walls and a modern 

car park. The asset's visibility has been altered by modern 

development to the south-east, and its setting makes a neutral 

contribution to its value. 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0243 HE-01-803-R1 340300 

555711 

NHLE: 1291729 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Public house 

The Andalusian A 1932 public house built by Harry Redfern in a Hispano-Moresque 

style. The building is two and a half storeys. The value of the asset is 

derived from its historic and architectural interest as a rare example 

of a building built in the Hispano-Moresque style in this region. The 

setting of the asset is formed by Warwick Road, an area of 

commercial and retail buildings, of various dates and architectural 

styles. The setting makes a positive contribution to the heritage value 

of the asset, due to its original streetscape, which remains relatively 

intact. 

Modern Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0244 HE-01-804 339704 

555975 

NHLE: 1291734 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

43, West Walls An early 19th century house, two storeys high, built from red brick. 

The value of the asset is derived from its historic and architectural 

interest as a good surviving example of an early 19th century house. 

The building is set at the west end of West Walls, in an area of 

residential and small retail buildings, which are of a similar style and 

age. The asset has views of a modern industrial estate and railway 

tracks to the west, which detract from the heritage value of the asset. 

However, the setting of the asset has not altered greatly, which 

positively contributes to its heritage value overall. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0246 HE-01-803 340303 

555638 

NHLE: 1291802 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

1-9, The Crescent Nine houses with offices above, dating to the early 19th century with 

alterations. The brickwork is Flemish bond with green slate roofs. 

The buildings are three storeys and set back from the busy main 

road. The setting is formed by commercial, retail, local government 

buildings and Citadel Station. The more recent ground floor 

shopfronts have not greatly altered the setting. Citadel Station is 

visible to the east of the houses forming part of the setting being 

contemporary with the second phase of the Crescent built in 1870. 

The setting makes a positive contribution to the asset's heritage 

value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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OR002_0252 HE-01-803-R1 340624 

555286 

NHLE: 1291894 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Public house 

The Golden Lion Public 

House 

Three former houses, now a public house, dating to the early 19th 

century with later alterations. It has painted stucco walls, two 

storeys, four unequal bays and a five-bay return. The setting is 

formed by former houses with ground floor shop fronts. The asset is 

the most prominent in the area, due to its distinctive style and 

architecture. Modern development and the busy road do not 

contribute to the asset's heritage value. The setting makes a neutral 

contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0259 HE-01-803-R1 340230 

555749 

NHLE: 1292237 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Bank (financial) 

Lloyds Bank An 1853 bank with offices above. The value of the asset is derived 

from its historic and architectural interest as a good example of a 

large intact bank building, in an area with several other 

contemporary banks. The setting is formed by the corner of Lowther 

and Devonshire Street, where the asset sits in a prominent position. 

The area consists of large commercial buildings and other 19th 

century banks, such as the Trustee Savings Bank. The setting makes 

a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to its 

original streetscape, which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0267 HE-01-

8030R1 

340335 

555776 

NHLE: 1292508 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

3, 5 and 7, Earl Street Two 1830s to 1840s houses, now one office. The setting is formed by 

Earl Street, a small cul-de-sac of contemporary residential buildings 

and a modern commercial building. The setting is also formed by the 

Church of St George (outside of the study area), to the eastern side 

of Earl Street. The asset's value is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as an excellent example of surviving 19th 

century houses, in a relatively unaltered area. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to the 

original streetscape which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0268 HE-01-803 340206 

555768 

NHLE: 1292521 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terrace 

29, Lowther Street, 1-13, 

Devonshire Street 

Seven houses in a terrace, dating to the 1830s with later alterations. 

The buildings are now a public house and six shops. They have 

historic and architectural interest as a good surviving example of 

large 19th century former townhouses. They are set back from 

Devonshire Street, in an area of retail and commercial buildings of 

similar architectural styles, building materials and are broadly 

contemporary in date. However, the general character of the area 

has been preserved with the buildings maintaining their integrity. 

The setting makes a positive contribution to the asset's value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0269 HE-01-803 340216 

555736 

NHLE: 1292525 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Shop 

12, 14 and 16, Devonshire 

Street 

Two shops with commercial premises above, dating to the 1860s. 

They are built from calciferous sandstone, with three storeys and 

two to three bays. The asset has been altered by modern shopfronts 

at the ground floor. The value of the asset is derived from its historic 

and architectural interest as a good example of two intact 19th 

century shops. The buildings are set back from Devonshire Street, an 

area of retail and commercial buildings. The general character of the 

area has been preserved with the buildings maintaining their 

integrity. The setting makes a positive contribution to the asset's 

value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0276 HE-01-804 340041 

555698 

NHLE: 1292994 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Warehouse 

Caladonian Mill A warehouse dating to the 1840s which was converted to a mill and 

is now partly occupied by offices and a showroom. The warehouse is 

five storeys high at the rear but four storeys facing Backhouse Walk. 

It is a good surviving example of a 19th century warehouse. The 

setting is formed by Backhouses Walk, directly opposite the return of 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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the Central Plaza Hotel. It is enclosed by buildings on all sides and is 

not clearly visible from surrounding streets although it was not 

designed to be. The setting makes a neutral contribution to the 

heritage value of the asset, as the former streetscape has changed. 

OR002_0277 HE-01-804 339742 

555984 

NHLE: 1293020 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

No. 32 and Railings to Front A house dating to 1817 now used as offices. It was built for 

Christopher William Hutchinson of Temple Sowerby. The value of the 

asset is derived from its historic and architectural interest as a good 

surviving example of intact early 19th century houses. The setting of 

the asset is formed by Abbey Street, a formerly residential area now 

consisting of offices and houses. It is afforded views of Tullie House 

and its associated grounds to the north. The character of the setting 

has remained intact, making a positive contribution to the heritage 

value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0278 HE-01-804 339943 

555915 

NHLE: 1293105 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Religious house 

Nos. 3 and 6 The Abbey A prebendal house dating to the late 17th century, with later 

alterations. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as an excellent surviving example of a 17th 

century prebendal house. The setting of the asset is formed by the 

Cathedral Precinct and has intervisibility with the cathedral and the 

surrounding associated buildings. The area has undergone some 

18th and 19th century development, but this has not detracted from 

the character of the area. The setting within the Cathedral Precinct 

makes a positive contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0285 HE-01-803 340021 

555726 

NHLE: 1297278 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Town wall 

Numbers 10-22 

incorporating City Walls 

The city walls, mews stables, warehouses and school. Now a theatre, 

public house, amusement arcade and disco. The city wall is early 

12th century, and the school was built in 1813. The front wall of each 

building on the West Walls façade is built on top of the west city walls 

and they are not visible. The historic interest of the asset is as a rare 

survival of medieval city walls. Later buildings are listed to protect 

the walls and are of no particular interest. The setting is formed by 

modern industrial and commercial buildings along West Walls and 

makes a neutral contribution to its value. 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0286 HE-01-804 339946 

555804 

NHLE: 1297279 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Vicarage 

St Cuthbert's Vicarage and 

Associated Railings 

Two vicarages, now one dating to 1832 and built by Christopher 

Hodgson. It is constructed from painted cement render over brick, 

with a green slate roof and brick chimney stacks. It has historic and 

architectural interest as a good example of an intact 19th century 

vicarage. It is set back from West Walls and is associated with the 

Church of St Cuthbert with St Mary. To the rear is mature planting 

and a red brick wall, which partially obscured this asset from the 

church. The setting is relatively peaceful and its association with the 

church makes a positive contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0290 HE-01-804 339929 

555870 

NHLE: 1297329 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Religious house 

No. 4 The Abbey A prebendal house and offices, dating to 1859 – 1863 with 1896 

additions, built from red sandstone blocks. It is two storeys and 

three bays. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as a good example of a 19th century prebendal 

house associated with the clergy. The house is set within the Carlisle 

Cathedral precinct and is associated with other prebendal houses. It 

is slightly set back from the other buildings, with a small front garden 

and low wall containing it. The setting within the Cathedral Precinct 

makes a positive contribution to the asset's value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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OR002_0292 HE-01-804 340018 

555928 

NHLE: 1297351 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Hotel 

Crown and Mitre Hotel A hotel with shops beneath, dating to 1903 – 1905. The asset has 

architectural and historic interest as a good example an early 20th 

century hotel, built for Sir Walter Scott by George Dale Oliver. The 

ground floor is rusticated red sandstone ashlar with brick walls 

above. It is set at the west edge of Green Market, an area of 

commercial and retail buildings. It is a dominant building in the area 

due to its size and architecture. The modern shopfronts have not 

detracted from the asset's heritage value. The setting within Green 

Market makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the 

asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0294 HE-01-804 339768 

556026 

NHLE: 1297353 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

Tullie House and Extensions A former house, now part of a museum dating to 1689 for Thomas 

Tullie. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as a rare surviving example of a surviving 17th 

century house in the area. The buildings extend from Abbey Street to 

Castle Street. The setting has been enclosed by later buildings on 

Paternoster Row, Castle Street and Abbey Street, which detracts 

from its heritage value. The asset is still dominant and a focal point 

of the area due to its size and architecture, making a positive 

contribution to the heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade I High 

OR002_0295 HE-01-804 339792 

555981 

NHLE: 1297354 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

15A, Abbey Street A late 19th to early 20th century house. The value of the asset is 

derived from its historic and architectural interest as a good 

surviving example of a late 19th century house. The setting of the 

asset is formed by Abbey Street, an area of current and former 

residential houses. It is set back from the street and situated 

opposite another former house. The streetscape is relatively 

peaceful and has not altered significantly. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to its 

original streetscape, which remains relatively intact. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0296 HE-01-804 339716 

556002 

NHLE: 1297355 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

24, Abbey Street An early 19th century house with a 20th century tile roof and 19th 

century brick chimney stack. The building is of two storeys and two 

bays. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as a good surviving example of an early 19th 

century house. The setting of the asset is formed by Abbey Street, an 

area of current and former residential houses of varying styles. 

Despite the modern office building directly opposite the asset, the 

streetscape setting retains its historic residential character. This 

makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0297 HE-01-804 339759 

555976 

NHLE: 1297356 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

34, Abbey Street A late 18th century house built in Flemish bond brickwork with a 

green slate roof and brick chimney stacks. The value of the asset is 

derived from its historic and architectural interest as a good 

surviving example of a late 18th century brick built house. The 

setting of the asset is formed by Abbey Street, an area of current and 

former residential houses of varying architectural styles and similar 

dates. It is situated opposite Tullie House museum and has views 

over the grounds. The setting makes a positive contribution to the 

heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0298 HE-01-803 340169 

555827 

NHLE: 1297357 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Bank (financial) 

Clydesdale Bank A bank constructed in 1878 for the Clydesdale Bank by Hetherington 

and Oliver of Carlisle. It has historical interest as the first Scottish 

provincial branch of Clydesdale Bank in England. The setting of the 

asset is formed by Bank Street, an area of large commercial and 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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retail buildings of various dates. Despite modern developments, the 

character has been largely preserved as the modern buildings 

respect the street line and rooflines. The setting, amongst buildings 

of a similar date makes a positive contribution to the heritage value. 

OR002_0299 HE-01-804 339883 

556044 

NHLE: 1297358 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

21, Castle Street A former house dating to the late 18th century. It is built in Flemish 

bond brickwork and has two storeys and five symmetrical bays. The 

asset has historic and architectural interest as a good example of a 

surviving 18th century house. The setting of the asset is formed by 

Castle Street, opposite the junction with Paternoster Row, in an area 

of retail and commercial buildings of varying dates and materials. 

The asset is afforded clear views of Carlisle Cathedral to the south. 

The area is very open, retaining its historic character. The setting 

makes a positive contribution to the heritage value. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0300 HE-01-804 340016 

555962 

NHLE: 1297359 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

7-83 Castle Street A late 18th century house, now shops. The asset has been altered, 

with the ground floor now occupied by a shopfront. The asset is a 

good architectural example of an 18th century house and has 

historic interest due to its association with Sir Walter Scott. It is set at 

the north-west corner of Green Market, in an open pedestrianised 

area of retail buildings. It has views of the open market area as well 

as the imposing Crown and Mitre Hotel. The setting of the asset 

makes a positive contribution to its heritage value, as part of a 

contemporary dated and architecturally similar row of houses. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0309 HE-01-804 339834 

556002 

NHLE: 1297372 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

4 and 5, Paternoster Row A house and shop dating to 1855. The building is of two storeys and 

three bays with a two-bay shop of one build. The value of the asset is 

due to its historic and architectural interest as a good surviving 

example of an early 19th century house. The setting of the asset is 

formed by Paternoster Row in an open but fairly quiet area. The 

setting consists of former residential houses of varying architectural 

styles in an area that has retained much of its historic character. 

There are views of Carlisle Cathedral to the east. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0311 HE-01-804 340118 

555881 

NHLE: 1297374 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

21, 23 and 25, English Street A three-storey building with a shop to the ground floor and 

commercial premises above. The value of the asset due to its historic 

and architectural interest as a good surviving example of an early to 

mid 19th century shop. The asset is set looking out onto the busy 

shopping area in the centre of Carlisle. The area is an open and busy 

retail space and has been pedestrianised for access to shops. 

Although there are modern shopfronts these respect the street line 

and other historic buildings surviving. The setting makes a positive 

contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0312 HE-01-803 340140 

555821 

NHLE: 1297375 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Bank (financial) 

Barclays Bank A bank and associated bank chambers, dating to 1875. The building 

is of two storeys and occupies a prominent corner position on Bank 

Street. The value of the asset is due to its historic and architectural 

interest as a good example of purpose built bank for the Carlisle and 

Cumberland Banking Company, by architects Crosby and 

Hetherington of Carlisle. The setting of the asset is dominated by 

large commercial buildings including other historic banks. Despite 

modern development, the streetscape retains historic buildings, 

which makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the 

asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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OR002_0324 HE-01-803 340282 

555584 

NHLE: 1297387 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Bank (financial) 

Midland Bank A bank, now restaurant, dating to 1865 – 1867 for the Cumberland 

Union Banking Company by Daniel Birkett of Carlisle and Liverpool. 

The asset has value as a good example of a 19th century bank. It is 

architecturally elaborate, large and prominent. The setting of the 

asset is on the corner of Botchergate and Court Square. This is a 

busy area of hotels and commercial establishments that show the 

19th century commercial development around the Citadel Station. 

The setting of the asset makes a positive contribution to its heritage 

value, due to the relationship with the other listed buildings in the 

area. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0325 HE-01-804 340186 

555728 

NHLE: 1297388 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Commercial office 

69, 71 and 73, English 

Street, 2 and 4, Devonshire 

Street 

A commercial premise with offices above, dating to 1854. There are 

three storeys, on a corner site, with seven bays on Devonshire Street 

and five bays on English Street. The value of the asset is derived from 

its historic and architectural interest as a good example of a mid 

19th century commercial premises. The setting of the asset is 

predominantly retail and commercial buildings of similar 

architectural styles and materials. The historic character of the area 

has been preserved with the buildings maintaining their integrity. 

This makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0335 HE-01-803-R1 340523 

555506 

NHLE: 1297403 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terrace 

10-30, Tait Street, 1, James 

Terrace 

Eleven houses in a terrace, dating to the early 1850s. The houses are 

situated just off Botchergate, a main route into Carlisle town centre. 

The value of the asset is derived from its historic and architectural 

interest as a well preserved 19th century terrace. The setting of the 

asset is a mixture of residential and commercial small businesses on 

Botchergate and Tait Street which has a homogenous character 

made up of mid 19th century houses. The setting makes a positive 

contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to its location 

amongst other historic buildings of a similar style and date. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0336 HE-01-803 340265 

555653 

NHLE: 1297404 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commemorative 

Commemorative 

monument 

Statue of Earl of Lonsdale A statue depicting William Lowther, 1st Earl of Lonsdale, a Tory 

politician and nobleman. The statue has a figure dressed in robe and 

costume of the Order of the Garter. The value of the asset is derived 

from its historic and artistic interest from its depiction of the Earl of 

Lonsdale and as the work of M. L. Watson. Its setting is on the 

junction of English Street, Botchergate and is formed by the 

commercial and retail buildings in the area. The asset is a distinctive 

feature, but has been removed from its original location. Setting 

makes a neutral contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0339 HE-01-803 340236 

555729 

NHLE: 1297407 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Shopping arcade 

15 and 17, Lowther Street The entrance to an arcade of two shops with offices above, dated to 

1904 for the Carlisle Old Brewery Company by Henry Higginson of 

Carlisle. There is a central through flattened archway, giving access 

to Lowther Arcade. The setting of the asset is formed by Lowther 

Street, an area of a mixture of architectural styles and materials 

(brick and stone), which date from the 1830s and later. The setting 

within a streetscape of well-preserved 19th to 20th century 

commercial buildings which make a positive contribution to the 

heritage value. 

Post-

medieval, and 

Modern. 

Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0340 HE-01-804 340221 

555806 

NHLE: 1297408 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

Liberal Club A two storey house, now a club, dating to the early 1830s. The value 

of the asset is derived from its architecture and its historic 

association with the Dacre family of Carlisle. The asset is set back 

from Lowther Street, which is busy with large amounts of pedestrian 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II Moderate 
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and road traffic. The area comprises a mixture of architectural styles 

and is formed primarily by commercial buildings including shops and 

small businesses. The setting within a streetscape of well-preserved 

19th to 20th century commercial buildings makes a positive 

contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

OR002_0345 HE-01-804 339819 

556047 

NHLE: 1355058 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Terraced house 

Nos. 26, 28 and 30 and 

Railings to Front 

A terrace of three former houses, dating to 1823 and built by Paul 

Nixson. The value of the asset is due to its historic and architectural 

interest as a good example of early 19th century terraced houses, 

despite conversion to an office, a flat and a restaurant. The setting is 

formed by Castle Street an area of retail and commercial buildings 

which include late 18th and 19th former townhouses and terraced 

houses. Despite the presence of some modern buildings, the setting 

makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due 

to its streetscape of historic buildings. 

Post-medieval Listed building Grade II* High 

OR002_0346 HE-01-803 340345 

555536 

NHLE: 1380211 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Public house 

Cumberland Inn A public house, built in 1929 – 1930 with later alterations. The value 

of the asset is due to its historic and architectural interest as a good 

example of a 20th century public house built in the Tudor Gothic 

style and designed by Harry Redfern. The setting of the asset is 

formed by Botchergate, an area of retail and commercial buildings in 

a busy part of Carlisle city centre. The original setting has been 

altered, with large modern offices and retail buildings now situated 

opposite this building and to the east which have altered the roof 

line. This makes a neutral contribution to its heritage value. 

Modern Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0350 HE-01-803 340138 

555403 

NHLE: 1393755 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Water supply and 

drainage 

Turkish baths 

Turkish Suite, The Pools Turkish Baths dating to 1909 and built by William Johnstone of 

Carlisle. The interior tiled decorative scheme is by Minton and Hollins 

of Stoke. The interior has glazed tiles and a faience decorative 

scheme. The asset's value is due to its architectural and historical 

interest as a rare survivor of a once common building form and has 

an original interior that is largely intact. The asset is set back from 

James Street and has been enclosed by the construction of the 

modern retail park to the east and modern additions to the building. 

This makes a negative contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

Post-

medieval, and 

Modern. 

Listed building Grade II Moderate 

OR002_0360 HE-01-803-R1 340643 

555847 

NHLE n/a 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Settlement 

Chatsworth Square and 

Portland Square 

Conservation Area 

The conservation area is to the east of Carlisle city centre. It was laid 

out as a residential suburb in the 19th century after the demolition 

of the east walls of the city in 1813. The area is made up on defined 

perimeter blocks with terraced housing. Its character has 

architectural conformity, with the houses being of high quality and 

built from brick, stone and slate. The setting is mostly residential in 

nature, although there are open green areas, this makes a positive 

contribution to the heritage value of the area. Citadel Station is not 

visible from the area and does not contribute to the value. 

Post-medieval Conservation area Moderate 

OR002_0361 HE-01-802 340637 

555312 

NHLE n/a 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Settlement 

Botchergate Conservation 

Area 

The conservation area is focused on the linear strip of Botchergate 

but encompasses Woudrouffe Terrace and St Nicholas Street. It is 

characterised by a transition from mixed residential and retail in the 

south, to a buoyant northern portion. It has historic interest as a key 

approach to the city centre and linear route from the city gates (The 

Citadel). The setting is urban, with few trees and only one green 

space. There are long distance views of the cathedral and some 

views to Citadel Station from the northern edge. The setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the area. 

Post-medieval Conservation area Moderate 
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OR002_0362 HE-01-803 339962 

556060 

NHLE n/a 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Settlement 

Carlisle City Centre 

Conservation Area 

The conservation area is characterised by commercial, retail, and 

residential buildings. This includes the castle and cathedral in the 

north to the Citadel Station which is a focal point of the area around 

Court Square in the south-west. It derives its value from the 

architectural and historic quality of its buildings which reflects the 

importance of Carlisle. The setting of the conservation area includes 

the surrounding townscape and industrial estates located along the 

southern edge beyond the railway. These elements of its setting 

make a neutral contribution to its heritage value. 

Prehistoric, 

Roman, 

Early 

medieval, 

Medieval, 

Post-

medieval, and 

Modern. 

Conservation area Moderate 

OR002_0363 HE-01-802 341125 

554953 

NHLE n/a 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Railway 

The Settle to Carlisle 

Railway Conservation Area 

This conservation area extends from Settle to Carlisle in four 

separate parts. The section in Carlisle includes the railway to the 

southern boundary of the Citadel Station. The conservation area 

derives its heritage value from the historic interest of the railway line 

constructed in 1869 – 1876 and the architectural interest of its 

buildings and rail infrastructure. The setting of the conservation area 

in Carlisle is the narrow rail corridor between houses and industrial 

areas and the Grade I listed Citadel Station (OR002_0079). The 

setting makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the 

asset. 

Post-medieval Conservation area Moderate 

OR002_0364 HE-01-803 340407 

555218 

NHLE n/a 

HER n/a 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Signal box 

Carlisle Power Box/Signal 

Box 

A power box which was first built in 1973 and contains an "NX" panel 

dating from the same year. It was built to replace 30 lever boxes on 

the busy West Coast Mainline. The asset is set back from the edge of 

the rail lines to the south of Citadel Station. It is within the Settle to 

Carlisle conservation area. The setting makes a positive contribution 

to the heritage value of the asset. The asset has value due to its 

historic interest as an example of a surviving early power box and as 

an example of British Rail brutalist style architecture. 

Modern Non-designated Low 

OR002_0366 HE-01-803 340150 

555800 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 5080 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Friary 

Grey Friars, English Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of the possible location of Grey Friars founded in 1233 and 

thought to be located on the east side of English Street. A wooden 

stockade was found here in 1870s. The asset survives as 

archaeological remains. The asset has archaeological interest as an 

example of a medieval occupation of Carlisle and a friary. The extent 

has not been confirmed by excavation but from documentary 

evidence it may have occupied an area in the former back gardens of 

the burgages east of English Street between the present Bank Street 

and Devonshire Street. 

Medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0367 HE-01-803 340150 

555670 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 5082 

NMR n/a 

Civil 

Gaol 

County Gaol, Carlisle (site 

of) 

The below ground remains of the county gaol. Formerly the 

conventual buildings of the Blackfriars was acquired in 1686 by the 

County and converted to a prison. A new gaol was completed in 

1827, some of which still survives. A new single cell block unit was 

built in 1868. The prison closed in the 1920s and partly demolished, 

with the single cell-block surviving until 1937. The women's prison 

block foundations can be seen beneath the Cumbria County Council 

offices. The asset has value due to its archaeological interest, 

although the survival of any remains is unknown. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0368 HE-01-803 340180 

555590 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 5071 

NMR n/a 

Defence 

Town gate 

English Gate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

A former gate in the city walls built in 1542 to replace Bochard Gate 

which is no longer extant and only survives as archaeological 

remains. The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological 

interest as an example of Carlisle's defences and control of access 

into the city. The asset was demolished in 1811 and although the 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Non-designated Low 
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foundations were reported as being removed in 1817, the survival of 

any remains is unknown. The setting does not contribute to the 

heritage value of the asset. 

OR002_0369 HE-01-802 340670 

555020 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 489 

NMR n/a 

Health and welfare 

Leper hospital 

Leper Hospital of St 

Nicholas,Carlisle (site of) 

The site of the leper hospital of St Nicholas, which was founded 

before 1199. The hospital was destroyed by the Scots in 1296 and 

1338, and in 1477 it was transferred to the Prior and Convent of St 

Mary, Carlisle. The hospital continued to decline, and the buildings 

were reported as severely damaged, if not completely destroyed, 

during the 1645 siege of Carlisle. The asset survives as archaeological 

remains. Setting does not contribute to the heritage value of the 

asset. The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological 

interest as the below ground remains of the medieval leper hospital. 

Medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0370 HE-01-803 340220 

555560 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 18951 

NMR n/a 

Gardens, parks and 

urban spaces 

Fountain 

Court Square Fountain, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The fountain in Court Square was brought to the site after 1925 from 

elsewhere in Carlisle. The fountain consists of a polished red granite 

basin and pediment set in a screen of red sandstone of ashlar 

quality. Inscribed in the gable is '1859' and above the bowl 'ROBERT 

FERGUSON ESQUIRE, MAYOR'. The asset has value due to its 

association with the historic Malt Shovel Inn and that it was 

reputedly the only fountain in Carlisle in 1859. Setting does not 

contribute to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0371 HE-01-803 340000 

555675 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 18983 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Mill 

English Dam Side Woolen 

Mill, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of Carlisle's first cotton factory built around 1724. Originally 

Abbey Mill, and the site of the monk's medieval fulling mill. It was 

subsequently used as a fulling mill and printworks. The asset 

survives as archaeological remains. The asset has value due to its 

archaeological interest which has the potential to relate the 

transition of the site from medieval fulling mill, woollen manufacture 

to print works and leather-dressing manufactory. Setting does not 

contribute to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0372 HE-01-802 340680 

555040 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40361 

NMR n/a 

Agriculture and 

subsistence 

Farmstead 

St Nicholas Street 

Farmstead and Cemetery, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a 2nd to 3rd century Roman farmstead and cemetery site 

found near the site of the medieval Leper Hospital of St Nicholas. 

Excavations in the 1990s found Roman pottery and skeletal remains 

and are thought to belong to a Roman cemetery, which may extend 

along London Road. The value of the asset is derived from its 

archaeological interest as evidence for Roman settlement outside of 

the fort and information on Roman burial practices. Setting does not 

contribute to the asset's heritage value. 

Roman Non-designated High 

OR002_0373 HE-01-802 340750 

554940 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40540 

NMR n/a 

Agriculture and 

subsistence 

Farmstead 

St Nicholas Bridges Farm 

(site of) 

The site of a possible small medieval farm found through excavation. 

The farm maybe associated with the medieval leper hospital to the 

north-west which is known to have been truncated by the 

construction of the North Eastern Railway. Further archaeological 

work revealed evidence of a possible medieval kiln site also thought 

to be associated with leper hospital. Setting does not contribute to 

the heritage value of the asset. The value of the asset is derived from 

its archaeological interest as evidence of medieval rural occupation 

and arable practices. 

Medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0374 HE-01-803-R1 340590 

555370 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40754 

NMR n/a 

Commercial 

Pawnshop 

Dias' Pawnbrokers (site of) The site of a post-medieval building, which was likely occupied by 

Dias' Pawnbrokers shop. It was first shown on the 1848 tithe map of 

Botchergate. The building went through a series of demolition and 

construction during the early 20th century. The building on site was 

finally demolished in 2013. The asset survives as archaeological 

Post-

medieval, and 

Modern. 

Non-designated Low 
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remains. The value of the asset is derived from its archaeological 

interest as a former post-medieval pawnbroker's shop, however, the 

survival and extent of the buildings are not clear. Setting does not 

contribute to the heritage value of the asset. 

OR002_0375 HE-01-803-R1 340308 

555564 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40830 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Iron working site 

10 Botchergate (site of) A possible site of iron working. A Roman hearth was found during a 

watching brief to the rear of 10 Botchergate in 2004. The value of the 

asset is derived from its archaeological interest as evidence of 

Roman industrial activity in area more usually associated with 

cemetery activity and therefore beyond the settlement limits. The 

survival and extant of any further remains are unclear. Setting does 

not contribute to the heritage value of the asset. 

Roman Non-designated Low 

OR002_0376 HE-01-803 340300 

555555 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40831 

NMR n/a 

Water supply and 

drainage 

Well 

10 Botchergate, Carlisle 

(site of) 

A probable medieval well and domestic pit found during a watching 

brief to the rear of 10 Botchergate in 2004. Both pits and well 

contained 12th to 13th century pottery. Setting does not contribute 

to the heritage value of the asset. The asset has value due to its 

archaeological interest which provides evidence of medieval 

domestic occupation on Botchergate during the 12th to 13th 

century. The survival and extent of the archaeological remains is 

unclear. 

Medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0377 HE-01-803 340540 

555330 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40834 

NMR n/a 

Agriculture and 

subsistence 

Farmstead 

114-120 Botchergate, 

Carlisle (site of) 

A possible roman farmstead revealed through excavations in 2000 

and 2005. Five distinct phases of Roman activity that appeared to 

relate to a minor lane running off Roman Botchergate. The 

occupation evidence consisted of a series of ephemeral low social 

status timber buildings, trackways and boundary ditches dating from 

the early 2nd century into the late 3rd century AD. The value of the 

asset is derived from its archaeological interest as evidence of 

Roman domestic occupation away from the main settlement focus to 

the north near to the fort. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Roman, and 

Medieval. 

Non-designated Low 

OR002_0378 HE-01-804 339870 

555858 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41089 

NMR n/a 

Education 

School 

Fawcett School, West Walls, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of Fawcett Schools built in 1852 in memory of Rev John 

Fawcett, incumbent of the Church of St Cuthbert with St Mary. 

Marked on the Ordnance Survey map of 1865. The asset survives as 

archaeological remains; however, the foundation stone has been 

incorporated into the West City Walls. The asset derives its value 

from its archaeological interest which has the potential to provide 

information on 19th century schools in Carlisle. The setting does not 

contribute to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0379 HE-01-803 340085 

555225 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41061 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Mill 

Ireby's Mill/Long Island 

Works, Lamplugh Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of Long Island cotton mill. The first mill on this site was built 

in 1347, by Robert de Tebay as a private corn mill. The land was later 

owned by the Lamplugh family. The site was used as warehousing 

into the 20th century and has been redeveloped as an industrial park 

and only survives as archaeological remains. The value of the asset is 

derived from its archaeological interest which could provide 

information on medieval mills and the industrialisation of Carlisle in 

the post-medieval period. The setting does not contribute to the 

heritage value of the asset. 

Medieval, and 

Post-

medieval. 

Non-designated Low 

OR002_0380 HE-01-803 340194 

555200 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41022 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Cotton mill 

Currock Works, Currock 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of Cotton twist mill, in existence by 1805, belonging to 

Cowan Heysham and Co. In 1853, it was Lowther and Parker's cotton 

mill. It became the Currock Works in 1865 and was demolished in 

1875 and replaced by the High Brewery. Although the mill is likely to 

be no longer extant, part of the brewery range may still exist as a 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 
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north-south aligned structure abutting the end of the terrace of 

houses on Currock Street. The value of the asset is derived from its 

archaeological interest as an example of post-medieval cotton 

industry. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

OR002_0382 HE-01-803 340152 

555477 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41030 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Hat factory 

Carrick's Hattery, Water 

Gate Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of William Carrick's hat manufactory first marked on maps of 

1811 and 1821, sited on the mill race. It was demolished following 

the expansion of Citadel Station in the 1876, when Water Street was 

also realigned, and the firm moved to new premises which became 

the South Vale Hat Works. The asset survives as archaeological 

remains. The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and 

historic interest as an example of post-medieval hat making industry. 

Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0383 HE-01-803 340087 

555531 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41079 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Stone working site 

Nelson’s Marble Works (site 

of) 

The site of Nelson's Marble Works. Thomas Nelson first established a 

stone yard, in Cross Street, in 1830, moving to Crown Street in 1840. 

The business then moved next to the gas works site. Following the 

construction of the viaduct, which lay across the yard, the business 

moved to Junction Street. It is unknown whether the construction of 

the viaduct removed any archaeological remains. The asset has 

heritage value due to its archaeological and historic interest as an 

example of post-medieval industry in Carlisle. Its setting does not 

contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0384 HE-01-803 340018 

555535 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40973 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Gas works 

Gas Works, Victoria Viaduct, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of Gas Works, Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle. Built on Borough Mill 

Field in 1847 from its previous site due to the construction of Citadel 

Station. In 1865 there were three gasometers, a retort house and 

purifying house. The site has since been demolished and is now 

occupied by Upper Viaduct car park. The asset has heritage value 

due to its archaeological and historic interest as an example of the 

development of the Corporation gas works in the 19th and 20th 

centuries. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0385 HE-01-803 340060 

555433 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41097 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Saw mill 

Borough Saw Mill, James 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of the Borough Saw Mill, which was on James Street by 1853. 

In 1899 the electricity station was built on the site. The asset survives 

as archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as an example of the industrial 

development of Carlisle in the 19th century. Its setting does not 

contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0386 HE-01-803 340066 

555458 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42014 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Unitarian chapel 

Unitarian Chapel, Victoria 

Viaduct, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of the Unitarian Chapel, Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle. In 1889, 

work began on a chapel at the junction of James Street with Victoria 

Viaduct, in the yard of the Borough Saw Mill. The asset has since 

been extensively altered, and now forms part of the Enterprise 

Centre. The value of the asset is derived from its historic and 

architectural interest as a distinctive, if much altered, non-conformist 

chapel, associated with the Unitarian movement. The setting makes 

a neutral contribution to the heritage value of the asset, due to 

modern developments in the area. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0387 HE-01-804 339815 

555851 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42023 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Goods station 

Caledonian Railway Goods 

Station and Engine Shed, 

West Walls, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a goods station and engine shed constructed as part of 

the Caledonian Railway in 1863. Following the Carlisle Citadel Station 

Act of 1873 and the rationalisation of the railways coming into 

Carlisle the goods and engine sheds were demolished replaced by 

the Viaduct Goods Station to the south. The asset survives as 

archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due to its 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 
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archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the development 

of railways in Carlisle during the 19th century. Its setting does not 

contribute to its value. 

OR002_0388 HE-01-803 339888 

555522 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42038 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Goods station 

Denton Holme Goods 

Station, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of Denton Holme Goods Station opened October 1883. It 

became effectively the goods station for the Glasgow and South 

Western Railway and was the last to survive in Carlisle. The asset 

survives as archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due 

to its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the 

development of railways in Carlisle during the 19th and 20th 

centuries. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0389 HE-01-804 339939 

555731 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41027 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Brewery 

West Walls Brewery, Carlisle 

(site of) 

The site of West Walls Brewery founded by Daniel Pattinson in 1790 

and listed in Jollie's Directory in 1811. It was Connell and Pattinson's 

Brewery in 1821. The site was redeveloped for the railway by 1850 

and is no longer extant. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as an example of a post-medieval 

brewery. It also provides evidence of industrial and railway 

development of Carlisle in the 18th and 19th centuries. Its setting 

does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0390 HE-01-804 340006 

555768 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41029 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Foundry 

Porter's Foundry, West 

Walls, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a foundry established by Richard, William and Robert 

Porter, making bar-iron. In 1804, the Carlisle Journal stated that they 

had established an iron and brass foundry. The foundry was sold in 

1881 and has since been demolished. The asset has heritage value 

due to its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the 

industrial development of Carlisle during the 19th and 20th 

centuries. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0391 HE-01-803 340209 

555816 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41091 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Blacksmiths workshop 

Old Cockpit Smithy, 

Lowther Street, Carlisle (site 

of) 

The site of the cockpit built in 1775 by Sir James Lowther. It was 

circular, 40 feet in diameter, with walls 12 feet high. It became a 

smithy in 1829, run by Hayton and Burgess, who later moved to the 

Waterloo Foundry, and was known as Dand's Smithy. The cockpit 

was demolished in 1876. The asset has heritage value from its 

archaeological interest that could provide evidence of blood sports 

taking place within Carlisle during the 18th and early 19th centuries. 

Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0392 HE-01-803 340353 

555503 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41028 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Foundry 

Foundry, Collier Lane, 

Botchergate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

The site of a foundry first shown on a map of 1821. This is likely to be 

the same foundry put up for sale in 1806 by John Blackie of 

Botchergate, a machine maker. The asset survives as archaeological 

remains. The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological 

interest as evidence of industrial development within Carlisle. Its 

setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0393 HE-01-803 340254 

555203 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41098 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Pipe workshop 

Hamilton Pipe Works, South 

John Street, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a tobacco pipe manufactory. A clay tobacco pipe 

manufactory is marked on South John Street on the Ordnance 

Survey map of 1865. The asset survives as archaeological remains. 

The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological interest, as 

evidence of clay pipe manufacture within Carlisle in the 19th century. 

Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0394 HE-01-803 340435 

555431 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41066 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Brewery 

Crown Brewery, Crown 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a brewery founded by the Hall family. They built the 

brewery on the land behind the hotel and opened for business in 

1869 until 1898. The asset survives as archaeological remains. The 

asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 
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interest as an example of a post-medieval brewery. Its setting does 

not contribute to its value. 

OR002_0396 HE-01-803 340076 

555675 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41096 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Blacksmiths workshop 

Smithy, Backhouses Walk, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a smithy on the south side of Backhouses Walk, extant by 

1865. The asset survives as archaeological remains. The asset has 

heritage value due to its archaeological interest as an example of a 

post medieval black smithing. Its setting does not contribute to its 

value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0398 HE-01-803 340403 

555400 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41034 

NMR n/a 

Health and welfare 

Infectious diseases 

hospital 

House of Recovery, Collier 

Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a House of Recovery opened in 1820 and is shown on a 

map of 1821. The Provincial Medical and Surgical Journal reports that 

the biding was used as a hospital to treat and prevent the spread of 

contagious diseases up to 1841. It was demolished by 1901 to make 

way for a carriage shed associated with the Citadel Station extension 

in 1873. The asset survives as archaeological remains. The asset has 

heritage value due to its archaeological and historic interest as an 

example of medical buildings in the 19th century. Its setting does not 

contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0400 HE-01-803 340355 

555646 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42002 

NMR n/a 

Education 

School 

British School, Mary Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a British School marked on Ordnance Survey map of 

1865. The school was erected in Mary Street in 1834, closed in 1885 

and demolished 1973. The asset survives as archaeological remains. 

The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic 

interest as evidence of 19th century school buildings in Carlisle. Its 

setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0401 HE-01-803 340370 

555626 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42001 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Blacksmiths workshop 

Mary Street Smithy, Carlisle 

(site of) 

The site of a smithy marked on the 1865 Ordnance Survey map. The 

asset is not recorded after this date. The asset survives as 

archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the post-medieval 

smithing industry within Carlisle. Its setting does not contribute to its 

value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0402 HE-01-803 340556 

555399 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42000 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Blacksmiths workshop 

Botchergate Smithy, Carlisle 

(site of) 

The site of a Smithy, first marked on the 1865 Ordnance Survey, and 

still extant in 1901. It is, however, not marked on the 1926 Ordnance 

Survey map. The asset survives as archaeological remains. The asset 

has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic interest as 

evidence of the post-medieval smithing industry within Carlisle. Its 

setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0403 HE-01-803 340425 

555459 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42003 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Dye works 

Dye Works, Botchergate, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a dye works first marked on 1865 Ordnance Survey map. 

The site is currently occupied by a late 19th century housing, now a 

public house and a large commercial building to the south. The asset 

survives as archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due 

to its archaeological and historic interest as an example of the dye 

industry within Carlisle. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0404 HE-01-803-R1 340415 

555674 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40985 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Primitive Methodist 

chapel 

Primitive Methodist Chapel, 

Cecil Street, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a Primitive Methodist Chapel. Primitive Methodists first 

had a meeting place in Willow Holme in 1852 but moved from there 

to the chapel in Cecil Street. It was extant in 1853 but has since been 

demolished. The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological 

and historic interest as evidence of 19th century religious buildings 

in Carlisle. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0405 HE-01-803 340358 

555452 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41033 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Gas works 

Gasworks, Brown's Row, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of gas works established on the corner of Brown's Row with 

Collier Lane in 1829. It was replaced by the gas works next to Nelson 

Bridge in 1847 and is no longer extant. The asset has heritage value 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 
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due to its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of early 

19th century gas production in Carlisle. Its setting does not 

contribute to its value. 

OR002_0406 HE-01-803 340480 

555377 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41046 

NMR n/a 

Education 

Church school 

Christ Church School for 

Girls and Infants, 

Botchergate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

The site of Christ Church School for Girls and Infants. It was a 

National School completed in 1830. The associated church was 

demolished in 1953, but the school was still depicted on Ordnance 

Survey maps from the 1970s. The area formerly occupied by the 

school is now light industrial units, whilst the site of the church is a 

publicly accessible green space. The asset survives as archaeological 

remains. The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and 

historic interest as evidence for educational buildings in 19th century 

Carlisle. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0407 HE-01-803 340253 

555064 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41099 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Ropery 

Ropery, LNER Canal Branch 

Railway, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a ropery marked on the 1867 Ordnance Survey map, but 

the asset is no longer extant. It was bounded by North Eastern 

Railway Canal branch (grouped into the London and North Eastern 

Railway in 1923) to the north with the east and west sides bound by 

the Carlisle and Maryport Railway. At the end of the 19th century the 

Ordnance Survey mapping no longer shows the ropery and the area 

remains undeveloped. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as evidence for 19th century 

rope making works. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0408 HE-01-803 339950 

555621 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41051 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Bleach works 

Bleachworks, Corporation 

Dam, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a bleachworks, which was in existence by 1811, when it 

belonged to Robson Clarke. It probably originated as part of the Scot 

Lamb printworks. By the end of the 19th century the location of the 

asset was occupied by a Caledonian Railway goods shed. The asset 

survives as archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due 

to its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the industrial 

development of Carlisle in the early 19th century. Its setting does not 

contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0409 HE-01-804 339879 

555657 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42048 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Printing works 

Lamb Scott Forster and Co's 

Printfields, Corporation 

Dam, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a print and bleachworks, which was founded in the 18th 

century. It originally utilised the corporation fulling mill and extensive 

print fields between West Walls and the River Caldew. By the middle 

of the 19th century the area was occupied by railway sidings which 

operated until the late 1960s. The area is currently undeveloped. The 

asset survives as archaeological remains. The asset has heritage 

value due to its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of 

the 18th and early 19th century industrial development of Carlisle. 

Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0410 HE-01-803 340500 

555404 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41070 

NMR n/a 

Education 

Industrial school 

School of Industry, 

Botchergate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

The site of the School of Industry founded around 1800 to 1806. It 

educated 30 girls in sewing, writing, reading, etc. The school is 

recorded as being on the south side of Botchergate, north of the 

National school, it is not clear whether the two institutions are 

related. Above ground remains may survive as this part of 

Botchergate has several 19th century houses on the street frontage. 

The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic 

interest as evidence of the development educational buildings in 

Carlisle in the 19th century. Its setting does not contribute to its 

value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 
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OR002_0411 HE-01-804 339958 

555714 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41067 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Twist mill 

Twist Mill, Corporation 

Damside, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a cotton twist mill adjacent to Connell and Pattinson's 

Brewery founded by Daniel Pattinson in 1790. By 1865, it was 

described as a cotton warping and winding factory. Some buildings 

survived until the mid 20th century with the western area where the 

site was located having been redeveloped. The asset survives as 

archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as an example of the cotton 

making industry within Carlisle. Its setting does not contribute to its 

value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0412 HE-01-803 340373 

555034 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42022 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Railway station 

Maryport and Carlisle 

Railway Station, Water 

Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of the Maryport and Carlisle Railway Station constructed in 

1843. The station was a short platform with a wooden shelter and 

was convenient for the growing industrial suburb of Denton Holme. 

The asset now lies close to the present road bridge carrying Currock 

Road over the Carlisle to Mayport line in an area of wasteland. The 

asset survives as archaeological remains. The asset has heritage 

value due to its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of 

the development of the railway network around Carlisle in the 19th 

century. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0413 HE-01-803 340445 

555286 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42029 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Goods station 

London and North Western 

Railway Goods Station, 

Crown Street, Carlisle (site 

of) 

The site of the goods station for the London and North Western 

Railway in Crown Street built in 1867, replacing the St Nicholas goods 

depot. A new line was built to it in 1873. The location of the asset is 

now occupied by industrial units. The asset survives as 

archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the development 

of the railway network around Carlisle in the 19th and 20th century. 

Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0415 HE-01-804 339925 

555818 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40988 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Malt house 

Malt house, Paternoster 

Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a large and extensive malt house accessed from 

Paternoster Lane, which is no longer extant. There was an 

advertisement for a house and malt house to be let at the head of 

Abbey Street in 1802. The malt house lay to the rear of the house 

and was accessed from Paternoster Lane. The asset survives as 

archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as an example of a post-medieval 

mal house. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0416 HE-01-802 340842 

555053 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40976 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Engineering works 

St Nicholas Engineering 

Works, Carlisle (site of) 

A foundry, saw mills and timber merchants established by George 

Davy Richardson by 1848. Cowan Sheldon and Co engineering works 

moved there in 1857 and the site specialised in crane making. It 

closed in 1987 and the site has now been redeveloped as a retail 

park. The asset survives as archaeological remains. The asset has 

heritage value due to its archaeological and historic interest as 

evidence of the post medieval industrialisation of Carlisle. Its setting 

does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0417 HE-01-804 339978 

555777 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41090 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Blacksmiths workshop 

West Walls Smithy, Carlisle A former smithy, dating to the 1860s and probably associated with 

Porter's Iron Foundry. The asset is still extant and is now used as a 

café. The setting is formed by West Walls road, in an area of modern 

development and carparks. The asset has heritage value due to its 

architectural and historic interest as an extant example of post-

medieval smithing industry. The setting makes a neutral contribution 

to the heritage value of the asset, due to modern development in the 

area. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 
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OR002_0418 HE-01-803 340380 

555060 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42210 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Timber yard 

Currock Road Timber Yard, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a timber yard and possible saw mill marked on the 1st 

edition Ordnance Survey map of 1868. The yard was no longer 

extant by the mid 1920s. The area is now undeveloped scrubland, 

with modern commercial development to the north. The asset 

survives as archaeological remains. The asset has heritage value due 

to its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the industrial 

development of Carlisle in the 19th and early 20th centuries. Its 

setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0420 HE-01-803 339914 

555637 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42039 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Goods station 

Viaduct Goods Station, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of Viaduct Goods Station, belonging to Caledonian Railway, 

in existence by 1883. Levelling and disturbance associated with the 

construction of the yard appears to have removed any further 

evidence of prior occupation. The asset survives as archaeological 

remains. The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and 

historic interest as evidence of the development of the railway 

network around Carlisle in the 19th and 20th century. Its setting 

does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0422 HE-01-804 339800 

556000 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 714 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Shrine 

Tullie House 'Shrine' (site 

of) 

The site of a possible Roman shrine located within the grounds of 

Tullie House Museum. In the 1950s a Roman road was excavated 

and accompanying the road was a stone lined pit. At the time it was 

interpreted as a shrine but is now reconsidered to be a water tank 

associated with a large stone building. The asset was backfilled in 

2011 and is no longer extant. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the Roman Period 

occupation in Carlisle outside of the fort. Its setting does not 

contribute to its value. 

Roman Non-designated Low 

OR002_0423 HE-01-803 340408 

555528 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 44803 

NMR n/a 

Unassigned 

Occupation site 

53-63 Botchergate (site of) The site of Roman settlement revealed during archaeological 

excavations. The excavation revealed considerable in situ remains, 

including two 1st cremations AD. The site appears to have had an 

industrial function, represented by a series of hearths and an 

important lead smelting furnace, which is the only one known in 

north-west England. The site is now redeveloped as commercial 

buildings. The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and 

historic interest as the only example of a Roman lead smelting 

furnace in north west England. Its setting does not contribute to its 

value. 

Roman Non-designated Moderate 

OR002_0424 HE-01-802 340445 

555140 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42032 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Railway 

Maryport and Carlisle 

Railway Line, Carlisle (site 

of) 

The 1873 realignment of the Maryport and Carlisle railway, from 

Currock Junction to Citadel Station. Although, the route of the line 

has had extensive development over it there are sections of the line 

which are still visible. Value is derived from its archaeological interest 

and its potential to provide evidence of the development of the rail 

network around Carlisle in the 19th and 20th centuries. The 

remainder of the line within the study area has been heavily 

redeveloped and therefore the setting makes a neutral contribution 

to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0425 HE-01-802 340564 

555092 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42028 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Railway 

London and North Western 

Railway Goods Line, Carlisle 

(site of) 

The London and North Western Railway goods line, built in 1873, 

diverging from the main line from Upperby Junction to Bog Junction. 

Although in a much-reduced form parts of the line are still operative. 

Value is derived from its archaeological and historical interest as it 

provides evidence of the development of the rail network around 

Carlisle in the 19th and 20th centuries. It also has group and 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 
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historical value with Citadel Station. The remainder of the line within 

the study area has been heavily redeveloped and therefore the 

setting makes a neutral contribution to the asset's heritage value. 

OR002_0426 HE-01-802 340523 

555129 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42031 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Railway 

North Eastern Railway Line, 

Carlisle 

The 1873 realignment of the North Eastern Railway line, from 

London Road Junction to Citadel Station, lowering it beneath other 

lines. This realignment is still in use. The asset derives value from its 

historical interest as a surviving part of Carlisle's rich railway 

heritage. The setting is formed by other railway lines such as the 

West Coast Mainline, the Maryport and Carlisle line and Citadel 

Station. Much of the surrounding railway infrastructure has now 

been demolished, but the setting is still formed by various railway 

lines, which makes a positive contribution to the asset's heritage 

value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0427 HE-01-803 340194 

555402 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 19811 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Mill 

Slater's Cotton Mill (site of) The site of a large steam powered mill located built in 1802. It was 

constructed by the Carlisle Cotton Twist Company as a six-storey 

cotton twist mill on the city's Middle Meadows, known as New Mill. It 

was later leased by John Slater. In 1897 it was taken over by Hudson 

Scott, becoming part of their tin box manufactory and demolished in 

1998. The asset survives as archaeological remains. The asset has 

heritage value due to its archaeological and historic interest as 

evidence of the industrial development of Carlisle from the early 

19th century onwards. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0428 HE-01-802 340859 

554908 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40539 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Goods shed 

London and North Western 

Railway Goods Depot 

The London and North Western Goods Depot marked on the map of 

1865. It was built to service the London and North Western Railway 

canal branch built to connect Port Carlisle (west of Carlisle), to the 

City of Carlisle. The site has been developed is now occupied by 

industrial units. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the development 

of the railways within Carlisle. A single building associated with the 

goods depot survives, the setting of which contributes negatively to 

its heritage value, due to later developments in the area. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0429 HE-01-803 340531 

555339 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40832 

NMR n/a 

Recreational 

Cinema 

Palace Cinema/United 

Services Club (site of) 

The site of the former Palace Cinema built around 1904. It later 

became the United Services Club. It was built on the site of the 

former Parsonage of St Cuthbert's (OR002_0430). The building was 

demolished in 2004 and the site is now occupied by flats. The asset 

has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic interest as 

evidence of the development of recreational buildings in 20th 

century Carlisle. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Modern Non-designated Low 

OR002_0430 HE-01-803 340533 

555348 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40833 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Vicarage 

Parsonage of St Cuthbert's 

(site of) 

The site of a former parsonage built around 1821. From 1831 it 

served as the parsonage for Christ Church which occupied adjacent 

land to the north-west. The site of the parsonage was later occupied 

by the Palace Cinema which was built in 1904 and demolished in 

2004. The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and 

historic interest as evidence of domestic religious buildings within 

19th century Carlisle. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0431 HE-01-803 340515 

555378 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41036 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Chapel of ease 

Christ Church, Botchergate, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The site of Christ Church, which was built in 1828-1830 as a chapel-

of-ease to St Cuthbert's. It was designed by Messrs Rickman and 

Hutchinson and demolished in 1953. The asset is associated with the 

parsonage and National School which were to the east and west of 

the church. The graveyard was disused in 1865, but it is not clear if 

Post-medieval Non-designated High 
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the burials have been removed. The asset has heritage value due to 

its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the 

development of religious buildings in 19th century Carlisle. Its setting 

does not contribute to its value. 

OR002_0432 HE-01-803 340540 

555208 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42006 

NMR n/a 

Education 

Reading room 

Reading Room, Lancaster 

Street, Carlisle 

The working men's reading room on the corner of Lord Street with 

Lancaster Street, built around 1853. It is now in use as a glazing 

showroom. The setting of the asset is formed by modern industrial 

units. The setting does not contribute to the heritage value of the 

asset. The asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and 

historic interest as an example of a 19th century educational 

building. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Moderate 

OR002_0433 HE-01-803 340140 

555292 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40998 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Church 

St Stephen's Church, James 

Road, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of St Stephen's Church. The church had been demolished by 

1965 when the Ordnance Survey resurveyed the area. The asset is no 

longer extant, and the site is now occupied by a petrol station. The 

asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic 

interest as an example of 19th century churches construction in 

Carlisle. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0434 HE-01-803-R1 340524 

555574 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41062 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Congregational chapel 

Congregational Chapel, 

Cecil Street, Carlisle 

The Congregational Chapel in Cecil Street was built in 1860. In 1901 it 

was said to have formerly belonged to the Evangelical Union; 

however, the chapel was still marked as belonging to that sect in 

1925. The asset is still extant.  The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as an example of a mid-19th 

century chapel set within a contemporary streetscape. The setting 

amongst similar Flemish bond brick constructed houses of a similar 

date makes a positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0435 HE-01-803 340178 

555160 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41065 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Brewery 

High Brewery, Currock 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of the High Brewery on Currock Street. The brewery was 

constructed in 1876 after it was moved by Joseph Iredale, from a site 

now occupied by Citadel Station. It closed in 1916 and following a fire 

in 1974 it was demolished in 1975. The asset has heritage value due 

to its archaeological and historic interest as evidence of the 

development of the 19th century brewing industry within Carlisle. Its 

setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0436 HE-01-803 340075 

555417 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40972 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Electricity production 

site 

Carlisle Electricity Works, 

James Street, Carlisle 

The Electricity Lighting Station was built on James Street in 1899 to 

provide power for street lighting and the tram system. It was built on 

the site of the Borough Saw Mill. The building has undergone 

extensive alterations and is now converted to office, storage and 

workshop use. The asset has heritage value due to its architectural 

and historic interest as an electricity generating station designed to 

supply power to the city's trams and principal street lighting. The 

setting makes a positive contribution to the asset's heritage value, 

due to its location amongst similar, contemporary buildings. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0437 HE-01-803 340365 

555269 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 42005 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Goods shed 

Maryport and Carlisle 

Goods and Coal Depot, 

Carlisle 

The Maryport and Carlisle Goods and Coal Depot, built in 1853. The 

goods shed still stands, now converted to commercial premises. The 

asset has heritage value due to its architectural and historic interest 

as an example of 19th and 20th century railway infrastructure. 

Although the asset is now a commercial premise, the setting makes a 

positive contribution to its heritage value, due to the location next to 

the West Coast Mainline, which serves as a reminder of its original 

function. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Moderate 
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OR002_0438 HE-01-802 340599 

555118 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40975 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Foundry 

Waterloo Foundry, St 

Nicholas Street, Carlisle 

Waterloo Foundry on St Nicholas Street estimated that in 1901 it had 

been in existence for half a century, and it belonged to Hayton and 

Burgess. The surviving buildings comprise brick-built sheds and the 

building is now used by a variety of small building businesses. The 

setting of the asset is formed by other modern industrial premises 

within the area and some modern residential houses to the north. 

Despite modern developments in the area, the setting makes a 

positive contribution to the heritage value of the asset, as the 

surrounding streetscape still has an industrial character. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0439 HE-01-803 340169 

555337 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41073 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Mill 

Slater's Biscuit Mill, James 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

The site of a former biscuit Mill shown on a map of 1853 built into 

the western bank of the Corporation Dam. By the end of the 19th 

century, it was replaced by a large shed extension to Slater's Mill. The 

asset was demolished after 1998 and is no longer extant. The site is 

now occupied by a car park. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as an evidence of the industrial 

development of Carlisle in the 19th and 20th centuries. Its setting 

does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0440 HE-01-803 340077 

555357 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 40966 

NMR n/a 

Industrial 

Printing works 

Hudson Scott Printing 

Works, James Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

The printworks of Hudson Scott and Sons Ltd which was founded at 

English Street in 1799 and developed into a printing and box making 

concern. Some parts of the mill complex survive to the south-east of 

Carlisle Electricity Works. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as an example of a post-medieval 

printworks. The setting of the surviving remains of the mill is formed 

by an eclectic mix of contemporary buildings that contributes 

positively to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0441 HE-01-803 339996 

555441 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41068 

NMR n/a 

Monument 

Bridge 

Nelson Bridge, Carlisle Nelson Bridge was built across the River Caldew in the 1850s to link 

the industrial area to the south end of the city and Botchergate. The 

assets prominent position over the River Caldew and views to the 

north and south makes a positive contribution to the value of the 

asset. The asset derives value from its architectural and historical 

interest as a good example of a 19th century bridge. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0442 HE-01-804 339969 

555757 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41071 

NMR n/a 

Education 

National school 

Central School, West Walls, 

Carlisle 

A National School built on West Walls, adjacent to the Sally Port, in 

1812. It comprised two 'spacious' rooms, housing 220 boys and 180 

girls. The asset derives value from its architectural and historical 

interest, although it has had modern renovations. The setting makes 

a neutral contribution to the heritage value of the asset. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0444 HE-01-803 340077 

555587 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 41075 

NMR n/a 

Transport 

Viaduct 

Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle The Victoria Viaduct, at 805m long, was built in 1877 to link the 

western part of Carlisle to the centre, as the construction of the 

railway had made communication between the two difficult. The 

asset is sited over the northern end of Citadel station and is a busy 

main road into the centre of Carlisle. From the asset there are views 

over towards the Citadel Station, the old Gaol wall and the Crown 

Court. The setting makes a positive contribution to the value of the 

asset, due to its relationship with the station and railway lines. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0445 HE-01-803 340296 

555549 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 43939 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

House 

Platform One Night Club, 

Collier Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

A former night club which is shown on Wood's map of 1821, and in 

the mid-19th century it probably consisted of three dwellings. It had 

been converted to two units by 1901, and by 1967 formed part of the 

County Hall Hotel. Photographs show it had become derelict since 

the 1970s and the asset only survives as archaeological remains. The 

asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic 

Post-

medieval, and 

Modern. 

Non-designated Low 
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interest as an example of a former nightclub. Its setting does not 

contribute to its value. 

OR002_0446 HE-01-804 339725 

555972 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 44028 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Dwelling 

Roman Building at 47-51 

West Walls (site of) 

The site of a possible Roman mansion located outside the southern 

gate of the Roman fort. Following a watching brief a clay and cobble 

foundation, two walls and hypocaust pillars were recorded. The asset 

has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic interest as 

an example of Roman settlement outside of the fort. Its setting does 

not contribute to its value. 

Roman Non-designated Moderate 

OR002_0447 HE-01-803-R1 340524 

555437 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 44073 

NMR n/a 

Domestic 

Dwelling 

107-117 Botchergate (site 

of) 

The site of early 19th century buildings, built in 1821. The asset was 

originally residential but was used in the later 19th century for retail 

or small-scale industries. There are several late 19th to 20th century 

alterations and additions. The building was demolished for new 

council buildings. The asset has heritage value due to its 

archaeological and historic interest as an example of post-medieval 

residential housing. Its setting does not contribute to its value. 

Post-medieval Non-designated Low 

OR002_0448 HE-01-803-R1 340522 

555432 

NHLE n/a 

HER: 44272 

NMR n/a 

Religious, ritual and 

funerary 

Cremation cemetery 

William Street Car Park/107-

117 Botchergate (site of) 

The site of a Roman cremation cemetery containing 19 cremation 

pits located within organised burial plots. An archaeological 

excavation carried out in March to June 2015 at William Street Car 

Park uncovered an early Roman formalised cremation cemetery. The 

asset has heritage value due to its archaeological and historic 

interest as an example of Roman settlement outside of the fort. Its 

setting does not contribute to its value. 

Roman Non-designated High 
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Table 5: Impact assessment table for Carlisle Station 

UID Map 
reference 

Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

OR002_0003 HE-01-803 Town wall, section on 

West Walls 

Scheduled monument High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0005 HE-01-804 Roman and medieval 

town area bounded by 

Heads Lane, West Wall 

and Blackfriars Street 

Scheduled monument High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0006 HE-01-804 Carlisle Cathedral Precinct Scheduled monument High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0007 HE-01-804 Area of Roman and 

medieval towns, bounded 

by Annetwell Street, 

Abbey Street, Castle Street 

and Paternoster Row 

Scheduled monument High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

 

Construction 

permanent:  

Neutral 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0009 HE-01-804 19, Castle Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0023 HE-01-804 Gates and Lamp Bracket 

to east of Church of St 

Cuthbert with St Mary 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0024 HE-01-802 5-61, St Nicholas Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

  

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0029 HE-01-

803-R1 

1-21, Tait Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0030 HE-01-

803-R1 

32, 34 and 36, Tait Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0037 HE-01-803 4, 6 and 6A, Lowther 

Street 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0039 HE-01-803 Congregational Church Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

Temporary: 

Neutral 
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UID Map 
reference 

Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0040 HE-01-803 Trustee Savings Bank and 

attached railings 

Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

  

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

  

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0044 HE-01-804 Abbey Court Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0045 HE-01-804 7, Paternoster Row Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0048 HE-01-804 Midland Bank, including 

Railings 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

  

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral 

  

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0049 HE-01-803 Crown Court, adjoining 

offices and gate arch 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

  

Construction 

permanent: 
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Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

Neutral 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0050 HE-01-803 Nisi Prius Courthouse, 

associated offices and 

gate arch 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0051 HE-01-803 Hospital Wing of County 

Gaol and Gaol Wall 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0052 HE-01-804 Statue of James Steel Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0064 HE-01-804 3 and 4, Greenmarket Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0079 HE-01-803 Citadel Station (also 

known as Carlisle Station) 

Listed building Grade II* High Minimal adverse 

 

The asset (Citadel Station, also 

known as Carlisle Station) is located 

within the land required for the 

construction of the Proposed 

Scheme. The Proposed Scheme will 

introduce the presence of 

Low adverse 

 

The asset (Citadel Station, also known as 

Carlisle Station) will be directly physically 

impacted by the construction of the 

Proposed Scheme. This involves the 

construction of a new footbridge 

between platform 1 and a new platform 

No change  

 

The operation phase of the Proposed 

Scheme will introduce an increased 

number of trains running through the 

station. This will not impact the heritage 

value of the station as it will still be 

understood as a working rail station. 

Temporary: 

Minor adverse 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Moderate 

adverse 
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Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

construction work into the busy 

station. This will partially close 

Platform 1, 2 and 3, and areas of the 

undercroft of the station, during 

construction work. There will be a 

change to the legibility of the 

station's historic layout and function 

during construction works, however 

this will be minimal. This will 

adversely impact the heritage value 

of the asset. 

(platform 0), the provision of a new 

passenger lift and stairs access via a 

subway created in the existing 

undercroft. The works include platform 2 

infill at the southern end of the station, 

to accommodate the extension of 

platforms 1 and 3 to the south-west. 

However, the physical impacts are not to 

the architectural elements that 

contribute most to the station’s heritage 

value. The Proposed Scheme will alter 

the traditional layout of platforms 1 and 

2 and introduce a new footbridge 

(between platform 1 and the new 

platform 0) in proximity to the island 

buildings and the wall. This will reduce 

the legibility of the historic layout of the 

station and ability to appreciate the 

heritage value of the station. In particular 

the relationship between the station and 

the Grade II listed Detached West Wall of 

Citadel Station will be altered. Overall, 

this will result in an adverse impact to 

the heritage value of Citadel Station. 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0082 HE-01-

803-R1 

1, Earl Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0083 HE-01-

803-R1 

9, Earl Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0087 HE-01-804 Herbert Atkinson House Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0088 HE-01-804 Wall, Gates and Railings in 

Front of Tullie House 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0089 HE-01-804 17 and 19, Abbey Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0090 HE-01-804 18, 20 and 22, Abbey 

Street 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0091 HE-01-804 26, Abbey Street Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0092 HE-01-804 Eaglesfield House Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0093 HE-01-803 Gaol Wall, West of Crown 

Court 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- there is no physical impact; and 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- there is no physical impact; and 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme. 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme. 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0102 HE-01-804 The Boardroom Public 

House 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0114 HE-01-804 Railings and Gates at East 

End of Cathedral 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0115 HE-01-804 Ruins of Dormitory of 

Former Priory of St Mary 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0116 HE-01-804 Bishops Registry Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0117 HE-01-804 No. 2 The Abbey Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0118 HE-01-804 Former Priory Wall and 

Deanery Garden Wall 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0121 HE-01-802 1-11, Woodrouffe Terrace Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0127 HE-01-803 Central Plaza Hotel and 

Stable Range, with the 

West City Walls Behind 

(site of) 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0128 HE-01-

803-R1 

11-29, Warwick Road Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- alteration of the asset's setting 

would not alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- alteration of the asset's setting would 

not alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0136 HE-01-804 Church House Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0137 HE-01-804 West City Walls Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0147 HE-01-804 Cathedral Church of the 

Holy and Undivided Trinity 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0148 HE-01-804 Fratry of Former Priory of 

St Mary 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0149 HE-01-804 Abbey Gate and 

Gatehouse 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0150 HE-01-804 No. 1 The Abbey Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0151 HE-01-804 The Deanery and Prior's 

Tower 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0152 HE-01-804 28 and 30, Abbey Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- alteration of the asset's setting 

would not alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- alteration of the asset's setting would 

not alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0153 HE-01-804 36 and 38, Abbey Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0154 HE-01-804 48, Abbey Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0158 HE-01-803 County Hotel Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0159 HE-01-803 The County Bar, The 

Cumbrian Hotel (Part) 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0160 HE-01-803 County Hotel (Part) The 

Caledonian Public House 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0166 HE-01-804 17, Castle Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0173 HE-01-803 Detached West Wall of 

Citadel Station 

Listed building Grade II High Minimal adverse 

 

The asset is located within the land 

required for the construction of the 

Proposed Scheme. The Proposed 

Scheme will introduce the presence 

of construction work into the setting 

of the wall and the busy Citadel 

Station for the duration of the work. 

This will partially close Platform 2 

during the construction work. The 

new platform 0 will be offset from 

the Grade II listed wall by 2.5m. The 

presence of construction work will 

diminish the appreciation of the 

wall's relationship and group value 

with the Grade II listed Citadel 

Station for the duration of the work. 

This will adversely impact the 

heritage value of the asset. 

Low adverse 

 

There will be no physical impact to the 

wall. The introduction of the new 

footbridge and lift access and changes to 

the platform layout will alter the legibility 

of the historic layout of the station. It will 

reduce the ability to appreciate the 

relationship between the detached wall 

and the Grade II* listed Citadel Station. 

The change to the setting of the wall will 

adversely impact its heritage value. 

No change  

 

The operation of the Proposed Scheme 

will introduce an increased number of 

trains running through the station. This 

will not impact the heritage value of the 

asset as it will still be understood as part 

of a working rail station. 

Temporary: 

Minor adverse 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Moderate 

adverse 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0174 HE-01-803 The Cumbrian Hotel Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0176 HE-01-803 Devonshire Chambers Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0191 HE-01-804 2, Greenmarket Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0195 HE-01-804 The Sportsman Inn Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0199 HE-01-

803-R1 

10, 12 and 14, Lowther 

Street 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0201 HE-01-

803-R1 

Nos. 37 and 39 including 

Overthrow and Lamp 

Bracket 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0203 HE-01-

803-R1 

8, Lowther Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0209 HE-01-804 No. 3 and Adjacent 

Outbuildings 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0210 HE-01-804 6, Paternoster Row Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0213 HE-01-804 Church of St Cuthbert with 

St Mary 

Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0215 HE-01-802 38, St Nicholas Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0219 HE-01-

803-R1 

25, 27 and 29, Tait Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0228 HE-01-804 Diocesan Church Centre Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0229 HE-01-804 Tithe Barn Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0243 HE-01-

803-R1 

The Andalusian Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0244 HE-01-804 43, West Walls Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0246 HE-01-803 1-9, The Crescent Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0252 HE-01-

803-R1 

The Golden Lion Public 

House 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0259 HE-01-

803-R1 

Lloyds Bank Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0267 HE-01-

8030R1 

3, 5 and 7, Earl Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0268 HE-01-803 29, Lowther Street, 1-13, 

Devonshire Street 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0269 HE-01-803 12, 14 and 16, Devonshire 

Street 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0276 HE-01-804 Caladonian Mill Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0277 HE-01-804 No. 32 and Railings to 

Front 

Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0278 HE-01-804 Nos. 3 and 6 The Abbey Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0285 HE-01-803 Numbers 10-22 

incorporating City Walls 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0286 HE-01-804 St Cuthbert's Vicarage and 

Associated Railings 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0290 HE-01-804 No. 4 The Abbey Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0292 HE-01-804 Crown and Mitre Hotel Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0294 HE-01-804 Tullie House and 

Extensions 

Listed building Grade I High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0295 HE-01-804 15A, Abbey Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0296 HE-01-804 24, Abbey Street Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0297 HE-01-804 34, Abbey Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0298 HE-01-803 Clydesdale Bank Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0299 HE-01-804 21, Castle Street Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0300 HE-01-804 7-83 Castle Street, 1, 

Greenmarket 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0309 HE-01-804 4 and 5, Paternoster Row Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0311 HE-01-804 21, 23 and 25, English 

Street 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0312 HE-01-803 Barclays Bank Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0324 HE-01-803 Midland Bank Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0325 HE-01-804 69, 71 and 73, English 

Street, 2 and 4, 

Devonshire Street 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0335 HE-01-

803-R1 

10-30, Tait Street, 1, James 

Terrace 

Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0336 HE-01-803 Statue of Earl of Lonsdale Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0339 HE-01-803 15 and 17, Lowther Street Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0340 HE-01-804 Liberal Club Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0345 HE-01-804 Nos. 26, 28 and 30 and 

Railings to Front 

Listed building Grade II* High No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- alteration of the asset's setting 

would not alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- alteration of the asset's setting would 

not alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0346 HE-01-803 Cumberland Inn Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0350 HE-01-803 Turkish Suite, The Pools Listed building Grade II Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0360 HE-01-

803-R1 

Chatsworth Square and 

Portland Square 

Conservation Area 

Conservation area Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0361 HE-01-802 Botchergate Conservation 

Area 

Conservation area Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend 

to the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset's setting does not extend to 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0362 HE-01-803 Carlisle City Centre 

Conservation Area 

Conservation area Moderate Minimal adverse 

 

The conservation area is located 

partially within the land required for 

the construction of the Proposed 

Scheme. The Proposed Scheme and 

nearby compound area will 

introduce the noise and presence of 

construction machinery and traffic 

into the conservation area. This will 

alter the ability to understand and 

appreciate the character and 

appearance of this part of the 

No change  

 

The conservation area is located partially 

within the land required for the 

construction of the Proposed Scheme. 

Citadel Station is located within the 

conservation area. Although these works 

will physically alter a historic asset, they 

will not reduce the ability to understand 

the character and appearance of this 

part of the conservation area. 

No change  

 

The conservation area is located within 

the land required for the construction of 

the Proposed Scheme. The Proposed 

Scheme will introduce an increase in rail 

traffic to the conservation area. This will 

not reduce our ability to understand the 

historic nature of the conservation area. 

Temporary: 

Minor adverse 

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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conservation area for the duration 

of the work. 

OR002_0363 HE-01-802 The Settle to Carlisle 

Railway Conservation Area 

Conservation area Moderate No change  

 

The conservation area is located 

within the land required the 

construction of the Proposed 

Scheme. The Proposed Scheme will 

introduce the noise and presence of 

construction work to the railway 

tracks. This will not impact the 

heritage value of the conservation 

area as its historic interest as a 

railway line will still be understood. 

No change  

 

The conservation area is located within 

the land required the construction of the 

Proposed Scheme. Changes to Citadel 

Station and the track layout will not 

diminish the setting of the conservation 

area and the historic nature of the 

railway. 

No change  

 

The conservation area is located within 

the land required for the construction of 

the Proposed Scheme. The Proposed 

Scheme will introduce an increase in rail 

traffic to the conservation area. This will 

not reduce our ability to understand the 

historic nature of the conservation area. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0364 HE-01-803 Carlisle Power Box/Signal 

Box 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

alteration of the asset's setting 

would not alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

alteration of the asset's setting would not 

alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0366 HE-01-803 Grey Friars, English Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0367 HE-01-803 County Gaol, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0368 HE-01-803 English Gate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0369 HE-01-802 Leper Hospital of St 

Nicholas,Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0370 HE-01-803 Court Square Fountain, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0371 HE-01-803 English Dam Side Woolen 

Mill, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0372 HE-01-802 St Nicholas Street 

Farmstead and Cemetery, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated High No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0373 HE-01-802 St Nicholas Bridges Farm 

(site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0374 HE-01-

803-R1 

Dias' Pawnbrokers (site of) Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- of the distance between the asset 

and the Proposed Scheme; and 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- of the distance between the asset and 

the Proposed Scheme; and 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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UID Map 
reference 

Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

- the asset is screened by 

intervening buildings. 

- the asset is screened by intervening 

buildings. 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0375 HE-01-

803-R1 

10 Botchergate (site of) Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0376 HE-01-803 10 Botchergate, Carlisle 

(site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0377 HE-01-803 114-120 Botchergate, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0378 HE-01-804 Fawcett School, West 

Walls, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0379 HE-01-803 Ireby's Mill/Long Island 

Works, Lamplugh Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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UID Map 
reference 

Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

OR002_0380 HE-01-803 Currock Works, Currock 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0382 HE-01-803 Carrick's Hattery, Water 

Gate Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

Impacts from construction will be 

permanent. 

No change  

 

The asset is located within the land 

required for the construction compound 

which is currently hardstanding of the 

station car park. It has been assumed 

that given the limited nature of the 

construction work that these 

archaeological remains will not be 

disturbed. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0383 HE-01-803 Nelson’s Marble Works 

(site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

Impacts from construction will be 

permanent. 

No change  

 

The asset is located within the land 

required for the construction compound 

which is currently hardstanding of the 

station car park. It has been assumed 

that given the limited nature of the 

construction work that these 

archaeological remains will not be 

disturbed. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0384 HE-01-803 Gas Works, Victoria 

Viaduct, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0385 HE-01-803 Borough Saw Mill, James 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0386 HE-01-803 Unitarian Chapel, Victoria 

Viaduct, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change  

 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

Temporary: 

Neutral  
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UID Map 
reference 

Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0387 HE-01-804 Caledonian Railway Goods 

Station and Engine Shed, 

West Walls, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0388 HE-01-803 Denton Holme Goods 

Station, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0389 HE-01-804 West Walls Brewery, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0390 HE-01-804 Porter's Foundry, West 

Walls, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0391 HE-01-803 Old Cockpit Smithy, 

Lowther Street, Carlisle 

(site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  
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UID Map 
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Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0392 HE-01-803 Foundry, Collier Lane, 

Botchergate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0393 HE-01-803 Hamilton Pipe Works, 

South John Street, Carlisle 

(site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0394 HE-01-803 Crown Brewery, Crown 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0396 HE-01-803 Smithy, Backhouses Walk, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0398 HE-01-803 House of Recovery, Collier 

Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0400 HE-01-803 British School, Mary 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change  

 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

Temporary: 

Neutral  
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UID Map 
reference 

Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0401 HE-01-803 Mary Street Smithy, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0402 HE-01-803 Botchergate Smithy, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0403 HE-01-803 Dye Works, Botchergate, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0404 HE-01-

803-R1 

Primitive Methodist 

Chapel, Cecil Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0405 HE-01-803 Gasworks, Brown's Row, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  
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Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0406 HE-01-803 Christ Church School for 

Girls and Infants, 

Botchergate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0407 HE-01-803 Ropery, LNER Canal 

Branch Railway, Carlisle 

(site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0408 HE-01-803 Bleachworks, Corporation 

Dam, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0409 HE-01-804 Lamb Scott Forster and 

Co's Printfields, 

Corporation Dam, Carlisle 

(site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0410 HE-01-803 School of Industry, 

Botchergate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0411 HE-01-804 Twist Mill, Corporation 

Damside, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change  

 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

Temporary: 

Neutral  
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Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0412 HE-01-803 Maryport and Carlisle 

Railway Station, Water 

Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0413 HE-01-803 London and North 

Western Railway Goods 

Station, Crown Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0415 HE-01-804 Malt house, Paternoster 

Lane, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0416 HE-01-802 St Nicholas Engineering 

Works, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because the 

asset is screened by intervening 

buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because the asset 

is screened by intervening buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0417 HE-01-804 West Walls Smithy, Carlisle Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because the 

asset is screened by intervening 

buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because the asset 

is screened by intervening buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  
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Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0418 HE-01-803 Currock Road Timber 

Yard, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0420 HE-01-803 Viaduct Goods Station, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0422 HE-01-804 Tullie House 'Shrine' (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0423 HE-01-803 53-63 Botchergate (site of) Non-designated Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0424 HE-01-802 Maryport and Carlisle 

Railway Line, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

Impacts from construction will be 

permanent. 

Minimal adverse 

 

The asset is partially within land required 

for the Proposed Scheme. However, it is 

only in an area required for services so 

any remains associated with the former 

railway line are unlikely to be disturbed. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Negligible 

adverse 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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Name Designation and grade Heritage value Construction temporary - impact Construction permanent - impact Operation permanent - impact Effect 

OR002_0425 HE-01-802 London and North 

Western Railway Goods 

Line, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0426 HE-01-802 North Eastern Railway 

Line, Carlisle 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

Impacts from construction will be 

permanent. 

Minimal adverse 

 

The asset is partially within land required 

for the Proposed Scheme. However, it is 

only in an area required for services, so 

any remains associated with the former 

railway are unlikely to be disturbed. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because the asset 

will be removed during construction. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Negligible 

adverse 

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0427 HE-01-803 Slater's Cotton Mill (site of) Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0428 HE-01-802 London and North 

Western Railway Goods 

Depot 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0429 HE-01-803 Palace Cinema/United 

Services Club (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0430 HE-01-803 Parsonage of St Cuthbert's 

(site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 
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value from increased noise and 

movement. 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0431 HE-01-803 Christ Church, 

Botchergate, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated High No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0432 HE-01-803 Reading Room, Lancaster 

Street, Carlisle 

Non-designated Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because the 

asset is screened by intervening 

buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because the asset 

is screened by intervening buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0433 HE-01-803 St Stephen's Church, 

James Road, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0434 HE-01-

803-R1 

Congregational Chapel, 

Cecil Street, Carlisle 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because the 

asset is screened by intervening 

buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because the asset 

is screened by intervening buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0435 HE-01-803 High Brewery, Currock 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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OR002_0436 HE-01-803 Carlisle Electricity Works, 

James Street, Carlisle 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset is screened by 

intervening buildings; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because: 

- the asset is screened by intervening 

buildings; and 

- there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0437 HE-01-803 Maryport and Carlisle 

Goods and Coal Depot, 

Carlisle 

Non-designated Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0438 HE-01-802 Waterloo Foundry, St 

Nicholas Street, Carlisle 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because the 

asset is screened by intervening 

buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because the asset 

is screened by intervening buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0439 HE-01-803 Slater's Biscuit Mill, James 

Street, Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0440 HE-01-803 Hudson Scott Printing 

Works, James Street, 

Carlisle (site of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0441 HE-01-803 Nelson Bridge, Carlisle Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because of 

the distance between the asset and 

the Proposed Scheme. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because of the 

distance between the asset and the 

Proposed Scheme. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 
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value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0442 HE-01-804 Central School, West 

Walls, Carlisle 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because the 

asset is screened by intervening 

buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because the asset 

is screened by intervening buildings. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0444 HE-01-803 Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

alteration of the asset's setting 

would not alter its value. 

The asset will be used as a 

construction traffic route. However, 

this is already a busy road and any 

increase in noise and traffic from 

construction traffic will not alter the 

setting. This will not impact the 

heritage value of the asset. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

alteration of the asset's setting would not 

alter its value. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0445 HE-01-803 Platform One Night Club, 

Collier Lane, Carlisle (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0446 HE-01-804 Roman Building at 47-51 

West Walls (site of) 

Non-designated Moderate No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0447 HE-01-

803-R1 

107-117 Botchergate (site 

of) 

Non-designated Low No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  
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Operation: 

Neutral 

OR002_0448 HE-01-

803-R1 

William Street Car 

Park/107-117 Botchergate 

(site of) 

Non-designated High No change  

 

No change is predicted because 

there is no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there is 

no physical impact. 

No change  

 

No change is predicted because there 

are no adverse impacts on the asset's 

value from increased noise and 

movement. 

Temporary: 

Neutral  

 

Construction 

permanent: 

Neutral  

 

Operation: 

Neutral 
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